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(3) "Dresden Nuclear Power.Station Guard Training and 
Qualification Plan", submitted by letter dated 
August 16, 1979, as reviaed bJ letter dated 
August 11, 1980. Thh Plan shall be full imple
mented in accordance witb 10 CFR 73.55(b)(4), 
within 60 days of this approval by the Commission. 
All security personnel shall be qualified within 
two years of this approval. 

Sxstems Integrity 

The licensee ahall implement a program to reduce 
leakage from systems outside containment that could 
contain. highly radioa.ctive fluids during a aerious 
transient or accident to aa low as practical levels. 
Thia program shall include the following: 

1. Provisions establishi~g preventive maintenance 
and periodic visual insj>ecton requir~ents, and 

2. Leak test requir~ents for each aystem at a 
frequency not to ezceed refueling cycle intervals. 

J. Deleted. 

~- Iodine Monitoring 

The licensee shall implement a program which will 
ensure the capabilitJ to accurately determine the 
airborne iodine concentration in vital areas under· . . 

accident condi.tions. This program shall include the 
following: 

1. Training of personnel; 

2. Procedures for monitoring, and 

3. Provisions for maintenance of aampling and 
analysis equipment. 

L. Deleted. 

!I. Deleted 

4. This license i1 effective as of the date of issuance, 
and shall expire at Midnight October 14, 2006. 
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FOR THE ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

Original Signed by 

Peter A. Morris, Director 

Division of Reactor Licensing 

Appendix A - Technical Specifications 

Date of Issuances, January 12, 1971 



DRESDEN III DPR-25 
Amendment No. "/$ 

1.0 DEFINITIONS (Cont'd.) 

plant can be operated safely and abnormal situations can be 
safely controlled. 

J. Limiting Safety System Setting (LSSS) - The limiting safety 
. system settings are settings on instrumentation which initiate 
the automat.ic protective action at a level such that the safety 
limits will not be ezceed~d. The region between the safety 
limit and th.ese set tin.gs represents margin with normal 
operation lying below these settiiigs. The margin has been 
established so that with proper operation of the · 
instrumentation the· safety limits will never be ezceeded. 

K. Fraction of Limiting Power Density CFLPD) - For fuel fabricated 
by GE, the fraction of limiting power density is the ratio of 
the Linear Heat Generation Rate CLHGR) ezisting at a given 
location to the design LHGR for that bundle type. FLPD does 
not apply to Ezzon Nuclear Company (ENC) fuel. 

L. Logic system Function Test - A logic system functional test 
means a test of all relays and contacts of a logic circuit from 
sensor to activated device to insure all components are 

· operable per design intent. Where possible, action will go to 
completion, i.e. , pumps will be started and valves opened. 

M. Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) - The.minimum in-core 
critical power ratio corresponding to the most limiting fuel 
assembly in the core. 

N. Mode - The reactor mode is that which is established by the 
mode-selector-switch. 

o. Operable - A system, subsystem, train, component, or device 
shall be operable when it is capable of performing its 
specified function(s). Implicit in this definition shall be 
the assumption that all necessary attendant instrumentation, 
controls, normal and emergency electrical power sources, 
cooling or seal water, lubrication or other auziliary eguipment 
that are reguired for the system, subsystem, train, component 
or device to perform its function<s> are also capable of 
performing their related support function(s). 

P. Operating - Operating means that a system, subsystem, train, 
component or device is performing its intended functions in its 
reguired·manner. 

Q. Operating Cycle - Interval between the end of one refueling 
outage and the end of the nezt subseguent refueling outage. 

1.0-2 
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. DEFINITIONS (Cont'd. ) 

R. Primary Containment Integrity - Primary containment integrity 
means that the drywell and pressur·e suppression chamber are 

· intact and all of the following conditions are satisfied: 

l. All manual containment isolation valves on lines ~onnecting 
to the reactor coolant system or containment which are not 
required to be open during accident conditions are closed. 

2. At least one door in each airlock is closed and sealed. 

3. All automatic containment isolation. valves are operable or 
deactivated in the isolated position. 

4. All blind flanges and manways are closed. 

S •. Protective Instrumentation Definitions 

1. Instrument Channel - An instrument channel means an 
·arrangement of a. sensor and auxiliary equipment required to 
generate and transmit to a trip system a single trip signal 
related to the plant parameter monitored by that instrument 
channel. 

2. Trip System - A trip system means an arrangement of 
instrument channel trip signals and auxiliary equipment 
required to initiate action to accomplish a protective trip 
function. A trip system may require one or more instrument 
channel trip signals related to one or more plant 
parameters i.n ord·er to initiate trip system action. 
Initiation of protective actionmay require the tripping of 
a single trip system or the coincident tripping of two trip 
systems. 

3. Protective Action - An action initiated by the protection 
system when a limit is reached. A protective action can be 
at a channel or system level. 

4. Protective Function - A system protective action which 
results from the protective action of the channels 
monitoring a particular plant condition. 

T. Rated Neutron Flux - Rated neutron flux is the neutron flux 
that corresponds to a steady-state power level of 2527 thermal 
megawatts. 

u. Rated Thermal Power - Rated thermal power means a steady-state 
power level of 2527 thermal megawatts . 

1.0-3 
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1.0 DEFINITIONS (Cont'd.) 

.,.. """ 

v. Reactor Power Operation - Reactor power operation is any 
operation with the mode switch in the "St~rtup/Hot Standby" or 

· .. Run"· position with the reactor critical and above 14' rated 
thermal power. 

1. startup/Hot Standby Mode - In this mode the reactor 
protection scram trips. initiated by condens.or low vacuum 

· and main steamline isolation valve closure, are by-passed 
when reactor pressure is less than 600 psigi the low 
pressu~e main steamline isolation valve closure trip is 
bypassed, the reactor protection system is energized with 

. IRK neutron-monitoring system.trips and control rod 
wit~drawal interlocks in service. 

2. Run Mode - In this mode the reactor protection system is 
energized with APRM protection and RBM interlocks in 
service. 

W. Reactor Vessel Pressure - Unless otherwise indicated, reactor 
vessel pressures ·list~~ in the Techrii~al Specifications are 
th9se measured by the reactor vessel steam space detector. 

x. Refueling outage - Refueling outage is the period of time · 
between the shutdown of the unit prior to a refueling and the 
.startup of the plant subsequent to that refueling. For the 
purpose of designating frequency of testing and surveillance, a 
refueling outage shali mean a regularly ·scheduled refueling 
out.agei however, where such outages occur within 8 months of 
the compietion of the previous refueling outage, the required 
surveillance testing need not be performed until the next 
regularly scheduled· outage. 

Y. Safety Limit - The safety limits are limits below which the 
reasonable,maintenance of the cladding and primary system are 
assured. Exceeding such a limit is cause for unit shutdown and 
review by the Nuciear Regulatory Commi~sion (NRC) before re
sumption of unit operation. Operation beyond such a limit may 
not in· itself result in serious consequences but it indicates 
an operational deficiency subject to regulatory review. 

z. Secondary Containment Integrity - Secondary containment 
integrity means that the reactor building is intact and the 
following conditions are met: 

1. At least one door in each access opening is closed. 

2. The standby gas treatment system is operable. 

3. All automatic ventilation system isolation valves are 
operable or are secured in the isolated position. 

1.0-4 
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AA. Shutdown - The. reactor is in a shutdown condition when the 
reactor mode switch is in the shutdown mode position and no 
core alternations are being performed. When the mode switch is 
placed in the shutdown position a reactor scram is initiated, 
power to the contro.l rod drives is removed, and the reactor 
protection system trip systems are de-energized. 

1. Hot Shutdown means conditions as above with reactor coolant 
temperature greater than 212•F. 

2. Cold Shutdown means conditions as above with reactor 
coolant temperature equal to or less than 212•F. 

BB. Simulated Automatic Actuation - Sim~lated automatic actuation 
means applying a simulated signal to the sensor to actuate the 
circuit in question. 

cc. Surveillance Interval - Each surveillance requirement shall be 
performed within the specified surveillance interval with:· 

a. A maximum allowable extension not to exceed 25~ of the 
surveillance interval. 

b. A total maximum combined interval time for any 3 
consecutive intervals not to exceed 3.25 times the 
specified surveiilance interval. 

DD. Fraction of Rated Power (FRP) ~ The fraction of .rated power is 
the ratio of core thermal power to rated thermal power of 2527 
Mwth. 

EE. Transition Boiling - Transition boiling means the boiling . 
regime between.nucleate and film boiling. Transition boiling 
is the regime in which both nucleate and film boiling occur 
intermittently with neither type being completely stable. 

FF. Maximum Fraction of Limiting Power Density (MFLPD) - The 
maximum fraction of liaii ting power density is the highest value 
existing in the core of the Fraction of Limiting Power Density 
CFLPD). 

GG •. Dose Equivalent I-131 - That concentration of I-131 
Cmicrocurie/gram) which alone would produce the same thyroid 
d~se as the quantity and isotopic mixture of I-131, I-132, 
I-133, I-13•, and I-135 actually present. The thyroid dose 
conversion factors used for this calculation shall be those 
listed in Table III of TID-14844, "Calculation of Distance 
Factors for Power and Test Reactor Sites". 

1.0-5 
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HH. Process Control Program (PCP) - Contains the sampling, 
analysis, and formulation determination by which solidification 
of radioactive wastes from liquid. systems is assured. 

II. Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) - Contains the 
methodology and parameters used in the calculation of offsite 

·.doses due to radioactive gaseous and liquid effluents, and in 
the calculation of gaseous and liquid effluent monitor 
alarm/trip setpoints. 

JJ. Channel Functional Test (Radiation Monitor) - Shall be the 
injection. of a s.imulated signal into the channel as close to 
the sensor as practicable to verify operability including alarm 
and/or trip functions. 

KK. Source Check - The qualitative assessment of instrument 
response when the sensor is ezposed to a radioactive source. 

LL. Member(s) of the Public - Shall include all persons who are not 
occupationally associated with. the plant. This category does 
not include employees of the utility, its contractors, or 
vendors. _Also excluded fr0m this category are persons who 
enter the site to service equipment or to make deliveries. 
This category does include persons who use portions of the site 
tor recreational, ~ccupational, or.other purposes not 
associated with the plant. · · 

HM. Rated Recirculation Pump Speed - is the recirculation pump 
speed that corresponds to rated core flow (98 z io6 lb/hr) 
when_operating at rated thermal power (dual loop operation). 

NN. Dual Loop Operation - reactor power operat1on with both 
recirculation pumps running. 

,oo. · Single Loop Operation (SLO) - reactor power operation with one 
recirculation pump running . 

l.0-6 
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l.1 SAFETY LIMIT 2.1 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING 

FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY 

Applicability: 

The Safety Limits established 
to preserve the fuel cladding 
integrity apply to these 
variables which monitor the 
fuel thermal behavior. 

Objective: 

The objective of the Safety 
Limits is to establish limits 
below Wilie~ the integrity of 
the fuel cladding is pre
served. 

Specifications: 

A. Reactor Pressure greater than 
800 psh: and Core Flow greater 
than 10~ of Rated. 

The existence of a minimum 
critical power ratio (KCPR) 
less than 1.05 for ENC or 
GE fuel, shall constitute a 

· violation of the MCPR fuel 
cladding integrity safety limit. 

3892a 

When in Single Loop Operation, 
the MCPR safety limit shall be 
increased by 0.03. 

1/2.1-1 

FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY 

Applicabili tx: 

The Limiting Safety System Set
tings apply to trip settings of 
the instruments and devices which 
areprovided to prevent the fuel 
cladding integrity Safety Limits 
from being exceeded. 

Objective: 

The o~jective of the Limiting 
Safety System Settings is to define 
the level of the process variables 
at which automatic protective 
.action is initiated to prevent the 
fuel.cladding integrity Safety 
Limits from being exceeded. 

Specifications: 

A. Neutron Flux Trip Settings 

The limiting safety system 
trip settings shall be as 
specified below: 

l. APRM Flux Scram Trip . 
- Setting (Run Mode) 

When the reactor mode 
switch is in the run 
position, the APRM flux 
scram setting shall be: 

S less than or equal to 
[.58W0 + 62) during Dual 
Loop Operation or S less 
than or e~ual to [.58W0 + 
58.5) during Single Loop 
Operation 

with a maximum setpoint of 
12°'9 for core flow equal to 
98 x 106 lb/hr and 
greater, where: 

S - setting in percent of 
rated thermal power. 
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LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING 
(Cont'd.) 

WD • percent of drive 
flow required to produce a 
rated core flow of 98 
Mlb/hr. 

In. the event of operation 
of. any fuel assembly 
fabricated by GE with a 
maximum fraction of 
limiting· power density 
(MFLPD) greater than the 
fraction of rated power 
(FRP), the setting shall be 
modified as follows: 

Where: S is less than or 
equal to 
(.58WD + 62) [FRP/MFLPD] 
during Dual Loop Operation 
or (.58 w0 + 58.S> [FRP/ 
MFLPD] during Single Loop 
Operation 

FRP • fraction of rated 
thermal power 

MFLPD • maximum fraction of 
the limiting power 
density for GE fuel 

The ratio of FRP/MFLPD 
shall be set equal to 1.0 
unless the actual operating 
value is less than l.O, in 
which case the actual 
operating value will be 
used. 

This adjustment may also he 
performed by increasing the 
APRM gain by the inverse 
·ratio, MFLPD/FRP, which 
accomplishes the same 
degree of protection as 
reducing the trip setting 
by FRP /MFLPD. · 

2. APRM Flux Scram Trip 
Setting (Refuel or StartuR 
and Hot Standby Mode) 



1.1 SAFETY LIMIT (Cont'd.) 

B. Core Thermal Power Limit 
(Reactor Pressure is less 
than or equal to 800 psig) 

When the reactor pressure. 
is less than or equal to 

.800 psig or core flow is 
less than l~ of rated, 
the core thermal power 
shall not exceed 25 . 
percent of rated thermal 
power. 

DRESDEN III 
Amendment No. '¢ 

DPR-25 

2.1 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING 
(Cont'd.) 

When the reactor mode switch 
is in the refuel or the 
startup/bot standby position, 
the APRM scram shall be set 
at less than or equal to is~ 
of rated core thermal power. 

3. IRM Flux Scram Trip Setting 

The IR!! flux scram setting 
shall be set at less than or 
equal to 120/125 of full sea~ 

B. APRM Rod Block Setting 

The APRM rod block setting 
shall be: 

S is less than or equal to 
[.58WD +SO] during Dual 
Loop Operation or s is less 
than or equal to (.58 WD 
+ 46.S] during Single Loop 
Operation. 

The definitions used above for 
the APRM scram trip apply. 

In the event of operation of any 
fuel assSmbly fabricated by GE 

· with a maximum fraction limiting 
power density (MFLPD) greater 
than the fraction of rated power 
(FRP), the setting shall be 
modified as follows: 

( 

. ! 

I 

S is less than or equal to I 
( .S8WD + 50) [FRP/MFLPDr 
during Dual Loop Operation or\,, 
S is less than or equal to 
(.58 WD + 46.S) [FR.Pl 
MFLPD] during Single Loop l 
Operation . l 

The definitions used above for 
the APRM scram trip apply. 

The ratio of FRP to MFLPD shall 
be set equal to 1.0 unless the 
actual operating value is less 
than 1.0. In which case the 
actual operating value will be 
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power ratio (CPR) which is the. ratio of the bundle· power which 
would produce the onset of transition boiling divided by the 
actual bundle power. The minimum value of this ratio for any 
bundle in the core is· .the Minimum Critical .Power Ratio (MCPR). 

·It is ass.umed that the plant operation is controlled to the 
nominal protective setpoints via the instrumented variables. 
(Figure 2.1-3). 

The MCPR Fuel Cladding Integrity Safety Limit assures 
sµfficient.coniervatism· in the operating MCPR limit that in 
the event of an anticipated operational occurrence from the 
limiting condition for operation, at least 99.9~ of the fuel 
rods in the core wo.uld be e:rpected to avoid boiling 
transition. The margin between calculated boiling transition 
(MCPR=l. OC)) and the .MCPR Fuel Cladding Integrity Safety Limit 
is based on a detailed statistical procedure which considers 
the uncertainties in ·monitoring the core operating state. One 
specific uncertairity included in the s~fety limit is the 
uncertainty inherent in the XN-3 critical power correlation. 
Ref er. to XN-NF-524 for the methodology used· in determining the 
MCPR Fuel Cladding Integrity Safety Limit. 

Th'e XN-3 critical power correl:,ation is based on a significant 
bod~ of practical test data, providing a high degree of 
assurance .that, the· critical power as evaluated by the 
correlation is within a Bma.11 percentage of the actual 
critical power being estimated. The. assumed reactor 
conditions used in defining the safety limit introduce 
conservatism into the limit because boundingly high radial 
power peaking factors and boundingly flat local peaking 
distributioni are used to estimate the number of rods in 
boiling transition •. Still further conservatism is induced by 

. the tendency of the XN-3 correlation to overpredict the number 
of rods in boiling transition. These conservatisms and the 
inherent accuracy. Of t.he IN-3 correlation provide a reasonable 
degree of assurance .that during sust~ined operation at the 
MCPR Fuel Cladding Integrity Safety Limit there would be no 
transition boiling in the core. If boiling transition were to 
occur, however, there is reason.to believe that the integrity 
of the fuel would not necessarily be compromhed. Significant 
test data accumulated by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission_and private organizations indicate that the use of 

·a boiling transition limitation to protect against cladding 
failure is a very conservative approach; much of the data 
indicates that LWR fuel can survive for an e:rtended period in 
an environment of transition boiling. 

During Single Loop Operation, the MCPR safety limit is 
increased by 6.oj to cons~rvatively account for increased 
uncertainties in the core flow and TIP measurements. 

B l/2.1-7 
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Steady~state operation without forced recirculation will not be 
permitted, except during startup testing. The analysis to support 
operation at various power and flow relationships bas considered 
operation with either one or two recirculation pumps. 

The bases for individual trip settings are discussed in the fol
lowing paragraphs. For analyses of the thermal consequences of 
the transients, the MCPR's stated in paragraph 3.5.IC as the 

· limiting condition of ope?"ation bound those which are conser
vatively assumed to exist prior to initiation of the transients. 

A. Neutron Flux Trip Settings 

1. APRM Flux Scram Trip Setting (Run Mode) 

The average power range monitoring (APRM) system, which is 
calibrated using heat balance data taken·during steady
state conditions, reads in percent of rated thermal power. 
Because fission chambers provide the basic input signals, 

· the APRM system responds directly to average neutron flux. 
During transients, the instantaneous rate of heat transfer 
from the fuel (reactor thermal power> is less than the 
instantaneous neutron flux due to the time constant of the 
·fuel. Therefore, during abnormal operational transients, 
the thermal power of the fuel will be less than that 

· indicate.d by the neutron flux at the scram setting. 
Analyses demonstrate that with a 120 percent scram trip 
setting, during dual loop operation or 116.5 percent 
during single loop operation none of the abnormal 
operational transients analyzed violate the fuel Safety 

·Limit and there is a substantial margin from fuel damage. 
Therefore, the use of flow referenced scram trip provides 
even additional margin. 

An increase in the APRM scram trip setting would decrease 
the margin present before the fuel cladding.integrity 
Safety Limit is reached. The APRM scram trip setting was 
determined by an analysis of margins required to provide a 
reasonable range for maneuvering during operation. 
Reducing this operating margin would increase the 
frequency of spurious scrams which have an adverse effect 
on reactor safety because of the resulting thermal 
stresses. Thus, the APRM scram trip setting was selected 
because it provides adequate margin for the fuel cladding 
integrity Safety Limit yet allows operating margin that 
reduces the possibility of unnecessary scrams. 

B 1/2.1-11 
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At times it maf be necessarf to operate with one reactor 
coolant recirculation pump out of service. l>aring Single 
Loop Opera,tlon, the normal drive flow relationship ·during 
Dual Loop Operation ii altered. This .i• the result of 
reverse flow through the idle loop jet.pumps when the 
active loop recirculation pump speed ls above 20 to 40!. of 
rated. SQme of the active loop flow· ii then diverted from 

. the core and bactflows through the idle loop jet pumps i 
· hence, the core receives less flow than would be predicted 
based upon the Dual Loop drive flow to core flow relation

. ship. If the APlll fiow biased trip settings were not 
_altered for Single Loop operation, the new drive flow to 
core flow relations.hip wou.ld nonconservativelr result in 
flow biased trips occurring at neutron fluzes higher than 
normal for a given core flow • 

. The acram trip setting 11111st be adjusted to ensure that the 
LBGR transient peat for C.K. fuel ii not increased for any 
combination of Kazimum Fraction of Limiting Power DensitJ 
(llFLPD) ai:td reactor core thermal power. The •cram 11etting 
i 11 adj_usted in accordance wi tb the formula in 
11pecificati~n 2.l~A.l when the llFLPD is greater than the 
fraction of rated power <FRP). 

The adjustment may also be accomplished bJ increasing the 
APlll gain bJ the reciprocal of FRPlliFLPD. This provides 
the a~e degree of prQtectlon as reducing the trip setting 

. by FRP/llFLPD bJ raising the initial APlll reading closer to 
the trip setting such that a •cram would be received at 
the 11ame point in a transient as if the trip Htting bad 
been reduced. 

2. APlll Fluz Scram Trip Setting 
(Refuel or Start & Hot Standb1 Mode) 

Fo.r operation in. the startup mode while the reactor is at 
low pressure, the APRii scram setting of 15 percent of 
rated power provides adequate thermal margin between the 
11etpoint and the safetf limit, 25 percent of rated. The 
margin is adequate to accommodate anticipated maneuvers 
associated with power plant startup. Effects of 
increasing pressure at zero ~r low void content are minor, 
cold water fram sources available during startup h not 
much colder than that alrea,df in the system, temperature 
coefficients are small, and control rod patterns are 
constra.ined to be uniform bJ operating procedures backed 
up by the rod worth minimizer. Of all po111ible 11ources of 

· reactivitJ input, uniform control .rod withdrawal is the 
most probable cause of significant power rise. Because 

B 1/2.1-12 
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the flux distribution associated with uniform rod with
drawals dOes not involve high local peaks, and because 
several rods must be moved to change power by a significant 
percentage of rated power, the rate of power rise is very 
slow. Generally, the beat flux is in near equilibrium with 

.the fission rate. In an asslimed uniform rod withdrawal 
approach to the screm level, ·the rate of power rise is no 
more than 5 percent of .rated power per minute, and the APRM 

. . . . 
system would be •ore than adequate to assure a scram before 

· t.he power could ez'ceed the ~af ety limit. The· 15 percent 
_APRM scram remains active until the mode switch is placed 
in the RUN position. This switch occurs when reactor 
pressure is greater than 850 psig. 

3. IRM Flux Scram Trip Setting 

The IR!! system consists of 8 chambers, 4 in each of the 
.·reactor protection system logic channels. The IR!! is a 
· 5-decade. instrument which covers the range of power level 

between that covered by the SRM and the APR!!. The S 
decades are broken doWn into 10 ranges, each being one-half 
of a decade in size. 

The IRM scram trip setting of 120 divisions is active in 
each.range of the IRM. For example, if the instrument were 
on range 1, the scram setting would be a 120 divisions for 
th.at r~nge; likewhe, lf the instrument were on range 5, 
the scram would be 120 divisions on that range. Thus, as 
the IRM is ranged up to accommodate the increase in power 
level, the scram trip setting ii also ranged up. 

The most significant sources of reactivity change during 
the power increase are due to control rod withdrawal. In 
order to ensure that the IRM provided adequate protection 
against the single ~od withdrawal error, a range of rod 
withdrawal accidents was analyzed. Thh analysis included 
starting the accident at vario-.s power levels. The most 
severe case involves an initial condition in which the 
reactor is just subcritical and the IRM system is not yet 
on scale. 

Additional conservation was taken in this analysis by 
assuming that the IRM channel closest to the withdrawn rod 
is bypassed. The results of this analysis show that the 
reactor is scrammed and peak power limited to one percent 
of rated power, thus maintaining MCPR.above the HCPR fuel 
cladding integritJ safety limit. Based on the above anal-
.ysis, the IRM provides protection against local control rod 
wi ~hci;-awal ~rr~r_s and CQ~t\nu9us wi t,hdrawal .of cont.rol r.ods 
in sequence and provides backup protection for the APRM. 
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B. APRM Rod Block Trip Setting 

Reactor power level may be varied by moving control rods or by 
varying the recirculation flow rate. The APRM system provides 
a control rod block to prevent gross rod withdrawal at constant 
recirculation flow rate to protect against grossly exceeding 
the MCPR fuel cladding integrity safety limit. This rod block 
trip setting •. which is automatically varied with recirculation 
J,oop flow rate .• prevents an increa~e in the reactor power level 
to excessive val.ues due to control rod withdrawal. The flow 

. va.riable trip setting provides· substantial margin· from fuel 
damage, assuming a steady-state operation at the trip setting, 
over the entire recirculation flow range. The margin to the 
Safety Limit increases as the flow decreases for the specified 
trip setting vets1,1s flow.relationship; therefore the worse case 
MCPR which could occur during steady~state operation is at 108~ 
of rated thermal power during du.al loop operation or 104.5 
percent during single loop operation because of the APRM rod 
block trip setting. As with the APRM flow biased scram, the 
red.uced setpoint during single loop operation accounts for 
possible reverse flow in the idle loop jet pumps. The actual 
power distribution in. the core is. established by specified 
control rod sequences a~d is monitored continuously by the in
·core LPRM syst~m. As with the APRM scram trip setting, the 
APRM rod block trip setting is adjusted downward or APRM gain 
·increased if the maximum fraction of limiting power density for 
G.E. fuel exceeds the fraction of rated power, thus preserving 
the APRM rod block safety margin. 

c. · Reactor Low Water Level Scram - The reactor low water level 
scram is set at a point which wn.1 ·assure that the water level 
used in the bases for the safety limit is maintained. The 
scram setpoint is based on normal operating temperature and 
pressure conditions because the level instrumentation is 
density compensated. 

D. Reactor Low Low Water Level ECCS Initiation Trip Point - The 
emergency core cooling subsystems are designed to provide 
sufficient cooling to the core to dissipate the energy 
associated with the loss of coolant accident and to limit fuel 
clad temperature to well below the clad· melting temperature to 
assure that core geometry remains intact and to limit any clad 
metal-water reaction to less than l~. To accomplish their 
intended function, the capacity of each emergency core cooling 
system component was established based on the reactor low water 
level scram setpoint. To lower the setpoint of the low water 
level scram would require an increase in the capacity 
requirement for each of the ECCS components. Thus, the reactor 
vessel low water level scram was set low enough to permit 

· margin for operation, yet was not set lower because of ECCS 
capacity requirements. 
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The design of the ECCS components to meet the above criteria 
was dependent on.three previously set parameters: the maximum 
break size •. the low water level scram setpoint and the ECCS_ 
ini ti-a ti on- setpoin·t. -To- lower the setpoint for initiation of 
the ECCS could lead to a loss .of effective core cooling. To 
raise the ECCS initiation setpoint would be in a safe 
direction, but it would reduce the margin established to 
prevent actuation of the ECCS during normal operation or 
during normally expected transients. 

E. Turbine Stop Valve Scram - The turbine stop valve closure 
scram trip anticipates the pres,ure, neutron flux and heat 

. flux increase that could ·result from rapid closure of the 
turbine stop valves. With a scram trip setting of 10 percent 
of valve clQsure from full open, the resultant increase in 
surf ace beat flux is .limited such that !!CPR remains above the 
!!CPR fuel· cladding integrity safety limit, -even during the 
worst case transient that assumes the turbine bypass is closed. 

F. Generator Load Rejection Scram - The generator load rejection 
·scram is provided to anticipate the rapid increase in pressure 
and n~utron flux resulting from ~ast closure of the turbine 
control valves due to a load rejection and subsequent failure 
of the bypass; i.e., . it prevents !!CPR from becoming less than 
the !!CPR fuel cladding integrity safety limit for this 
transient. For the load rejection without bypass transient 
from lOM power, the peak beat flux (and therefore LHGR) 
increases on the order of 15~ which provides wide margin to 
the value corresponding to fuel centerline melting and l~ 
cladding strain. 

G. Reactor Coolant Low Pressure Initiates Main Steam Isolation 
Valve Closure - The low pressure isolation at 850 psig was. 
provided to give protection against fast reactor depres
surization and the resulting rapid cooldown of the vessel. 
Advantage was ~aken of the scram feature which occurs when the 
main steam line isolation valves are closed to provide for 
reactor shutdown so that operation at pressures lower than 
those specified in the thermal hydraulic safety limit does.not 
occur, although operation at a pressure lower than 850 psig 
would not necessarily constitute an unsafe condition. 

B. Main Steam Line Isolation Valve Closure Scram - The low 
pressure isolation Qf the m_ain steam lines at 850 psig was 
provided to give protection against rapid reactor depres
surization ·and the resulting rapid cooldown of the vessel. 
Advantage was taken of the scram feature which occurs when the 
main steam line isolation valves are closed, to provide for 
reactor shutdown so that high power operation at low reactor 
pressure does not occur, thus providing protection for the 
fuel cladding integrity safety limit. Operation of the 

B 112 .1-15. 
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reactor at pressures lower than 850 psig requires that the 
reactor mode switch .be .. in the startup position where protection 
of the fuel cladding integrity safety limit is provided by the 
IRM high neutron flux s~ram. Thus, the colnbination of main 
steam· line low pressure isolation and· isolation v~lve closure 
scram assures the avs,ilability of neutron flux scram protection 

·over the entire range of applicability of the fuel cladding 
·integrity safety limit. In addition, the isolation valve 
closure scram anticipates the pressure and flux transients 
which occur during normal or inadvertent isolation valve 
closure. With ~he scram set at 107. valve closure, there is no 
appreciable increase in neutron flux. 

I. Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure Scram 

The turbine hydraulic control system operates using high 
pressure oil. There are several points in this oil system 
where a loss of oil pressure could result·in a fast closure of 
the turblne control valves". this fast closure of the turbine 
control valves· ls not protected by the generator load rejection 

· scram since failure of the oil system would not result in the 
fast ~losure solenoid valves being actuated. For a turbine 
contro1·valve fast closure, the core would be protected by the 
APRM and high reactor pressure s,cranu;. However, to provide the 
s_ame margins as provided for the generator load rejection scram 
on fast closure of the turbine control valves,' a scram bas been 
added to the reactor protection system which senses failure of 
control oil pressure to the turbine control system. This is an 

··anticipatory scram and results in reactor shutdown before any 
significant increase in neutron flux occurs. The transient 
response is very similar to that resulting from the generator 
load rejection. ~he scram setpoint of 900 psig is set high 
enough to provide the necessary anticipatory function and low 
enough to minimize the number of spurious scrams. Normal 
operating pressure for this system is 1250 psig. Finally the 
control valve will not start to close until the fluid pressure 
is 600 psig. Therefore, the scramoccurs well before valve 
closure.begins • 
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Minimum No. of 
Operable Inst. 
Channels Per 
Trip System (1) 

l 

l 

2 

1 

1 

3 

3 

3 

2 (5) 

2 (5) (6) 

1 

Notes: 
1111 JiW. l.L&ll 
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TABLE 3.2.3 
Amendment No. yf 

INSTRUMENTATION THAT INITIATES ROD BLOCI 

Instrument 

APRM upscale (flow bias) (7) 

Dual Loop Operation 

Single Loop Operation 

APRM upscale (refuel and 
Startup/Hot Standby mode) 

APRM downscale (7) 

Rod block monitor 
upscale (flow bias) (7) 

Dual Loop Operation 

Single Loop Operation 

Rod block monitor 
downscale ( 7) 

IRM downscale (3) 

IRM upscale 

IRM detector not fully 
inse.rted in the core 

SRM detector not in 
startup position 

SRM upscale 

Scram discharge volume 
water level - high 

Trip Level Setting 

Less than or equal to 
(.58 Wo plus 50) (FRP/KFLPD) 
(See Note 2) 

t 
i· 

r 
I 

Less than or eciual to r 
. (.58 Wo plus 46.5) (FRP/MFLPD)~; 

(See Note 2) I 

Less than or equal to 
-121125 full scale 

Greater than or equal to 
3/125 full scale 

Less than or equal to 
(.65 w0 plus 45) 
(See Note 2) 

Less than or equal to 
(.65 w0 plus 41) 
(See Note 2) 

Greater than or equal to 
5/125 full scale 

Greater than or equal to 
S/125 full scale 

Less than or equal to 
108/125 full scale 

N/A 

(See Note 4) 

Less than or equal to 
105 counts/sec • 

Less than or equal to 
25 gallons 
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3.2 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION BASES (Cont'd.) 

3840a 
3845A 

and/or bypass valves to open. With the trip set at 850 psig, 
inventory loss is limited so that fuel is not uncovered and peak 
clad temperatures are much less than 1500 degrees F; thus, there 

·are no fission products available for release other than those in 
the reactor water. (Ref. Section 11.2.3 SAR) 

Two sensors on the isolation condenser supply and return lines are 
provided to detect the failure of isolation condenser line and 
actuate isolatfon action. The sensors on the supply and return 
sides are arranged in a 1 out .pf 2 logic and, to meet the single 
failure criteria, ail sensors and instrumentation are ·required to 
be operable •. The-trip settings of 20 psig and 32 inches of water 
and valve closure time are such as to prevent uncovering the core 
or exceeding site limits. The sensors will actuate due to high 

·flow in either direction. · .. 

The HPCI high flow and temperature instr1,1JDentation are provided to 
· detect a break in the ,HPCI piping.·· Trippiiig of this instrumenta
ti.on results in actuation. of BPCI isolation valves I i.e. I Group 4 
valves. Tripping logic for this function is the same as that for 

.the isolation.condenser and thus all sensors are required to be 
operable to meet the single failure of design flow and valve 
closure timeare such that core uncovery is prevented and fission 
product release is within limits. 

The instrumentation which initiates ECCS action is arranged in a 
dual.bus system. As· for other vital instrumentation arranged in 
this fashion the Specification preserves the effectiveness of .the 
system even during periods when maintenance or testing is being 
performed. 

The control rod block functions are provided to prevent excessive 
control rod withdrawal so that MCPR does not go below the MCPR 
fuel cladding integrity safety limit. The trip logic for this 
function isl out of n, e.g., any trip on one of the six APRM's, 
8 IRM' s., ~r 4 SRM' s will result in a rod block. The minimum 
instrument channel requirements assure sufficient instrumentation 
to assure the single failure criteria are met. The minimum 

·instrument channel requirements for the RBM may be reduced by one 
for a short period of time to allow for maintenance, testing or 
calibration. This time period is orily approximately 3~ of the 
operating time in a month and does not significantly increase the 
risk of preventing an inadvertent control rod withdrawal. During 
Single Loop Operation, the flow biased RBM is reduced by 4 percent 
to compensate for reverse flow in the idle loop jet pumps. 

The APRM rod block function is flow biased and prevents a 
signific-nt reduction in MCPR, especially during operation at 
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reduced flow. The APRM provides gross core protection, i.e., 
limits the gross withdrawal of control rods in the normal 
withc:irawal sequence. During Single Loop Operation, the flow 
biased APRM rod block is reduced by 3.5 percent to compensate for 
reverse flow in the idle loop jet pumps. 

In the refuel and startup/hot standby modes, the APRM rod block 
function is set at 12'" of rated power. This control rod block 
provides the 1.~e type of protection .in the Refuel and Startup/Hot 
Standby mode as the APRM flow-biased rod block does in. the Run 

. mode t i.e.. prevents control rod withdrawal before a scram is 
reached. 

The UM rod block function provides local protect'ion of the core, 
i.e., the prevention of transition boiling in a local region of 
"the core for a single rod withdrawal error from a limiting control 
rod pattern. The trip point is fiow biased. The.worst-case 

·single control rod withdrawal error is analyzed for each reload to 
assure that, with the. specific trip settings, rod withdrawal is 
blocked before the MCPR reaches the KCPR fuel cladding integrity 

· safety limit. 

Below 3°" power, the wors~-case withdrawal of a single control rod 
. without rod block action will not violate the MCPR fuel cladding 
integrity safety limit. Thus, the UM rod block function is not 
required below this power level. 

.The IRM block function provides local as well as gross core 
protection. The scaling.arrangement is such that the trip setting 
is less than a factor of 10 above the indicated level. Analysis 
of the worst-case accident results in rod block action before MCPR 
approaches the MCPR fuel cladding integrity safety limit. 

A downscale indication on an APRM or IRM is an indication the 
instrument has failed or is not sensitive enough. In either case 
the instrument will not respond to changes in control rod motion 
and the control rod motion is prevented. The downscale trips are 
set at 51125 of full scale. 

The rod block which occurs when the IRK detectors are not fully 
inserted in the core for t.he refuel and startup/hot standby 
position of the mode switch has been provided to assure that these 
-dete~tors are in the core during reaetor startup. This, 
therefore, assures that these instruments are in proper position 
to provide protection during reactor startup. The IRM's primarily 
provide protection against ~ocal reactivity effects in the source 

· and intermediate neutron range. 
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I. Average Planar LHGR 

During steady state power 
operation, the Average 
Planar Linear Heat 
Generation Rate CAPLHGR) 
of all the rods in any 
fuel assembly, as a 
function of average 
planar exposure for G.!. 
fuel and average bundle 
exposure for Exxon fuel 
at any axial location, 
shall not exceed the maximum 
average planar LHGR shown in 
Figure 3.5-1 (consisting of 
five curves). For operation 
during Single Loop Operation, 
the values of Figure 3.5-1 
shall be decreased by a 
multiplicative factor of 0.7. 
If at any time during oper
ation it is determined by 
normal surveillance that the 
limiting value for APLHGR is 

. being exceeded, action shall 
·be initiated vi thin 15 
minutes to restore operation 
to within the prescribed 
limits~ If the APLHGR is not 
returned to within the pre
scribed limits within two (2) 
hours, the reactor shall be 
brought to the Cold Shut
down conditlon within 36 
hours. Surveillance and 
corresponding action shall 
continue until reactor 

· operation is within the 
prescribed limits. 

J. LOCAL LHGR 

During steady state power 
operation~ the linear 
heat generation rate 
(LHGR) of any rod in any 
fuel assembly fabricated 
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4.5 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 
(Cont• d.,) 

I. Average Planar Linear Heat 
Generation Rate (APLHGR) 

The APLHGR for each type of 
fuel as a function of 
average planar exposure 
for G.E. fuel and.average 
bundle exposure for Exxon 
fuel shall be determined · 
daily during reactor 
operation at greater than 
or equal to 25~ rated 
thermal power. 

J. Linear Heat Generation Rate 
(LHGR) 

The LHGR shall be checked 
daily during reactor 
operation at greater than 
or equal to 25~ rated 
thermal power. 
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The above graph is based on the following MAPLHGR summary for GE fuel 
type P8DRB26SL. 
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The above graph is based on the following.MAPLHGR swnznary for GE fuel 
type P8DRB282. 
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3.5 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 
(Cont• d. > 

389f?1 

K. Minimum Critical Power 
Ratio (MCPR) 

During steady state 
operation at rated core 
flow, MCPR shall be 
greater than or equal to 

1.35 for 9z9 fuel 

1.31 for 8z8 fuel 

For core flows other than 
rated, the MCPR Operating · 
Limit shall be as follows: 

1. Manual Flow Control -
the MCPR Operating 
Limit shall be the 
value from Figure 3.5-2 
sheet 1 or the above 
rated flow value, 
whichever is greater. 

2. Automatic Flow Control -
the MCPR Operating 
Limit is the greatest 
of the following: 
a. The above rated flow 

value; 
b. The value from 

Figure 3.5-2 sheet 
1; or 

c. The interpolated 
value from Figure 
3.5-2 sheets 2 and 
3. 

3. During Single Loop 
Operation, the rated 
fiow MCPR oper'ating 
limit shall be 
increased by an 
additive factor of 0.03. 
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4.5 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 
(Cont'd.) 

K. Minimum Critical Power 
Ratio (MCPR) 

MCPR shall be determined 
daily during a reactor 
power operation at greater 
than or equal to 25~ rated 
thermal power and following 
any change in power level 
or distribution that would 
cause operation with a 
limiting control rod 
pattern as described in 
th~ bases for Specification 
3.3.B.5. 
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LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION . 
(Cont'd.) 

If at any time during 
steady state power 
operation, it is determined 
that the limiting value for 
MCPR is being exceeded, 
action shall be initiated 
within 15 minutes to 
restore operation to within 
the prescribed limits. If 
the steady state MCPi is 
not returned to within the 
prescribed limits within 
two (2) hours, the reactor 
shall be brought to the 
Cold Shutdown condition 
within 36 hours. Surveil
l_ance and corresponding 

. action shall continue until 
· reactor operation is within 

the prescribed limits. 
, 

In the event the average 
90~ scram insertion time 

- determined by Specification 
3.3.C for all operable 
cQntrol rods exceeds 2.73 
seconds, the rated flow 
KCPR operating l_imi t shall 

· be increased by the amount 
egual to [0.143T - 0.39) 
where T eguals the average 
9~ s.cram insertion time 
for the most recent half
core or full core surveil
lance data from Specifi
cation 4.3.C. · Conse
quentially, the Automatic 
Flow Control MCPR Operating 
Limit must be evaluated in 
accordance with Specifi
cation 3.5.K.2 . 
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3.5 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 
(Cont'd.> 

L. Condensate Pump Room 
Flood Protection 

l. The system is installed 
to prevent or 
mi ti gate the 
consequences of 
flooding of tbe 
condensate pump room 
and shall be operable 
prior to startup of 
the reactor. 
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4.5 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 
(Cont'd.) 

L. Condensate Pump Room 
Flood Protection 

l. The following 
surveillance 
requirements shall be 
observed to assure that 
the condensate pump _ 
room flood protection · 
is operable. 

. a. The testable pene
trations through 
the walls of CCSW 
pump vaults shall 
be checked during 
each operating 
cycle by pressuriz
ing to 15 plus or 
minus 2 psig and 
checking for leaks 
using a soap bubble 
solution. The cri
teria for acceptance· 
should be no visible. 
leakage through the 
soap bubble solu
tion. The bulkhead 
door shall be 
checked during each 
operating cycle by 
hydrostatically 
testing the door at 
15 plus or minus 
2 psig and checking 
to verify that 
leakage around the 
door is less than 
one gallon per hour . 
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TOTAL CORE FLOW (~ RATED, 98 x 106 LB/HR) 

The above 8x8 curves are based on the following MCPR 
operating limit summary for Automatic Flow Control: 

Total Core Flow 
(~ Rated) 

100 
90 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 

MCPR Operating Limit 
f cir 8z8 fuel* 
LlQ . 1.30 1.40 l.:..ll 

1.20 
1.23 
1-.25 
1.30 
1.35 
1.41 
1.54 

1.30 
1.33 
1.36 
1.41 
1.46 
1.53 
1.67 

1.40 
1.43 
1.47 
1.52 
1.58 
1.64 
1.79 

1.50 
1.54 
1.57 
1.63 
1.69 
1.76 
1.92 

~ 

90 

* Column headers are MCPR Operating Limits at rated flow . 
. 

Figure 3.5-2 (Sheet 2 of 3) 
8x8 HCPR Operating Limit For Automatic Flow Control 
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TOTAL CORE FLOW (!. RATED, 98 z 106 LB/HR) 

The above 9x9 curves are based on the following HCPR 
operating limit· summary· for Automati.c Flow Contro"i: 

HCPR Operating Limit 
Total Core Flow for 9z9 fuel~ 

(!. Rated) L.!Q LM! 1.40 1.50 

100 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 
90 1.22 1.32 1.43 1.53 
80 1.24 1.35 1.45 1.56 
70 1.28 1.39 1.50 1.61 
60 1.33 1.44 1.55 1.66 
50 t'.39 1.51 1.62 1.73 
40 1.50 1.63 1. 77 1.89 

• Column headers are HCPR Operating Limits at rated flow. 

_ Figure 3.5-2 (Sheet 3 of 3) 
9x9 MCPR Operating Limit For Automatic Flow Control 
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3.5 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION BASES (Cont'd.) 

local variations in power distribution within a fuel assembly 
affect the calculated peak clad temperature by less than plus 
or minus 20°F relative to the peak temperature for a typical 
fuel design, the limit on the average planar LHGR is sufficient 
to assure ttiat calculated temperatures are below the lOCFRSO, 
Appendix K limit. 

The maximum average planar LHGRs shown in Figure 3.5.1 are 
based on calcuiations employing the models described in 
References (l), (2) and (3). Power operation with APLHGRs at 
or below those shown in Figure 3.5.1 assures.that the peat 
cladding temperature following a postulated loss-of-coolant 
accident will not exceed the 22oo•p limit. 

• General Electric bas analyzed the effects Single Loop Operation 
bas on LO~ events (Reference 4). For breaks in the idle ·1oop, 
the •bo~e Dual Loop Operation results are conservative 
(Reference 1). ·For breaks in the active loop, the event is 
more severe pr~marily due to a more rapid loss of core flow. 
By applying a multiplicative 0.7 reduction factor to the 

.results of the previous analyses, all applicable criteria are 
met. ENC concurs with GE that the reduction factor h 

· conservatively applicable for cores fueled with 8x8 and 9x9 
fuel (Reference 5). 

The maximum average planar LHGRs for G.E. fuel plotted in 
Figure 3.5.1 at higher exposures result in a calculated peak 

.clad temperature of less than 2200°F. However, the maximum 
average planar LHGRs are shown OD Figure 3.5.1 as limits 
because conformance calculations have not been performed to 
justify operation at LHGRs in excess of those shown. 

(1) "Loss of Coolant Accident Analyses Report for Dresden Units 2, 3 
and Quad-Cities Units 1, 2 Nuclear Power Stations,-" NED0-24146A, 
Revision 1, April, 1979. 

(2) J:N-NF-81-75 "Dresden Unit 3 LOCA Model Using the ENC EXEM 
Evaluati.on Model MAPLHGR Results" 

(3) XN-NF-85-63 "Dresden Unit 3 LOCA-ECCS Analysis KAPLHGR.results for 
9x9 fuel", dated Septebmer 1985. 

(4) NED0-24807, "Dresden Nuclear Power Station Units 2 and 3 and Quad 
·Cities Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2 Single Loop 
Operation," dated December 1980. 

(5) XN-NF-85-57 "Dre.sden Unit 3 Cycle 10 Reload Analysis Design and 
Safety Analysis for ENC XN-3 9x9 Reload Fuel", dated September 
1985. 

B 3/4.5-37 
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3896a 

3. Local LHGR 

This specification assures that the maximum linear beat 
generation rate in any'fuel rod fabricated by G.E. is less 
than the design linear heat generation rate even if fuel 
pellet densification is postulated. 

For fuel fabricated by ENC, protection of the MCPR and KAPLHGR 
limits and operation w.itbin the power distribution assumptions 
of the. Fuel Design Analysis provides adequate protection 
against cladding strain limits, hence the LHGR limitation for 
GE fuel is unnecessary for the protection of ENC fuel. 

K. Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) 

The steady-state values. for MCPR specified in the Specifica~ 
-tion were .determined uSing .the THERMEX thermal limits 

· methodology described in XN-NF-80-19, Volume 3. The safety 
limit implicit in the Operating limits· is established so that 
during sustained operation at the MCPR safety limit, at least 
99.9;. of the fuel rods in the core are expected to avoid 
bc;>iling transition. The Limiting Transient delta CPR implicit 
in' the operating limits was calculated such that the occur
rence of the limiting transient from the operating limit will 
not result in violation of the MCPR safety limit in at least 
95!. of the random statistical combinations of uncertainties. 

Transient events of each type anticipated during operation of 
a BWR/3 were evaluated to determine Which is most restrictive 

·in terms of thermal margin requirf!ments. The generator load 
rejection/turbine trip without ·bypass i_s typically the limit
ing event. The tbe~'!.lmargin effects of the event are 
evaluated with tbe_THERKEx Methodology and appropriate MCPR 
limits consistent with the XN-3 critical power correlation are 
determined. Several fact~rs influence which transient results 
in the largest reduction in critical power ratio, such as the 
cycle-specific fuel loading, exposure and fuel type. Tbe cur
rent cycle's reload li'censing analyses identifies the limiting 
transient for that cycle. 

As described in Specification 4.3.C.3 andthe associated 
. Bases, observed plant data were used to determine the average 

scram performance used in the transient analyses for determin-
. ing ttie MCPR Operating Limit. If the current cycle scram time 
performance falls outside of the distribution assumed in the 
analyses, an adjustment of the MCPR limit may be required to 
maintain margin to the MCPR Safety Limit during transients. 
Compliance with the assumed distribution aud adjustment of the 
MCPR Operating Limit will be performed as directed by the 
nuclear fuel vendor in accordance- with station procedures. 

B 3/4.5-38 
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For core flows less than rated, the MCPR Operating Limit 
establi~bed in the specification is adjusted to provide 
protection of the MCPR Safety Limit in the event of an 

· uncontrolled recirculation flow increase to the physical 
limit of pump flow. This protection is provided for · 
manual and automatic fl.ow control by choosing the MCPR 
operating limit as the va,iue from Figure 3.5-2 Sheet l or 
the rated core flow value, whichever is greater. For 
Automatic Flow Control, in addition to protecting the MCPR 
Safety Limit during the flow run-up event, protection is 
provided against violating the rated flow MCPR Operating 
Limit during an automatic flow increase to rated core 
flow. This protection is provided by the reduced flow 
MCPR limits shown in Figure 3.5~2 Sheet 2 or 3 where the 
curve corresponding to the current rated flow MCPR limit 
h used <linear interpolation between the MCPR limit lines 
depicted ii permissible). · Therefor-e, for- Automatic Flow 
Control, the MCPR Operating Limit is chosen as the value 
from Figure 3.5-2 Slleet 1, Sheet 2, Sh.eet 3 or- the rated 
flow val~e, whichever is gr-eatest. It should be noted 
that if the rated flow MCPR Limit must be .incr-eased due to 
degradation of control rood scram times during the cur-rent 

. cycle, the new value of the rated flow MCPR limit is 
applied when using Pigur-e 3.5-2 Sheets 2 and 3. 

Analyses have demonstr-ated that tr-ansient events in Single · 
Loop Operatio~ are bounded by those at rated conditions; 
however, due to the increase in the MCPR fuel cladding 
integrity safety limit in ~ingle Loop Operation, an 
equivalent adder must be uniformly appiied to all MCPR LCO 
to maintain the same margins to the MCPR fuel cladding 
integr-ity safety limit. 

L. Flood Protection 

Condensate pump room flood protection will assur-e the 
availability of the containment cooling ser-vice water system 
(CCSW) during ·a postulated incident of flooding in the turbine 
building. The redundant level switches in the condenser pit 
will. preclude any postulated flooding of the turbine building 
to an elevation above river water- level. The level switches 
provide alarm and circulating water pump trips in the event a 
water level is detected in the condenser- pit. 

B 3/4.5-39 
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LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 
(Cont'd.) 

B. Pressurization Temperature 

1. The reactor vessel shall 
be vented and power 
operation shall not be 
conducted unless the 
reactor vessel 
temperature is equal to 

·.or greater than that 
shown in curve c of 
Figure 3.6.1. Opera
.tion for hydrostatic or 
.leakage tests, during 
beatup or cooldown, and 
wfth the core critical 
shall be conducted only 
when vessel temperature 
is equal to or above 
that shown in the 
appropriate curve of 
.Figure 3.6.l. Figure 
3.6.1 is effective 
through 6 effective 
full.power years. At 
least siz months prior 
to 6 effective full 
power years, new curves. 
will be submitted. 

2. The reactor vessel 
bead bolting studs 
shall not be under 
tension unless the 
temperature of the 
vessel shell 
immediately below 
the vessel flange is 
greater than or equal 
to 100°F . 

3/4.6-2 
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 
(Cont'd.) 

B. Pressurization Temperature 

l. Reactor Vessel shell 
temperature and reactor 
coolant pressure shall 
be permanently recorded 
at 15 minute intervals 
whenever the shell 
temperature is below 
220°F. and the reactor 
vessel is not vented. 

2. When ·the reactor vessel 
head bolting studs are 
tightened or loosened 
the reactor vessel 
shell temperature 
immediately below the 
head· flange shall be 
permanently recorded. 
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3.6 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 
(Cont'd.) 
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3. During Dual Loop 
Operation, the indi
cated core flow is 
the sum of the flow 
indication from each . 
of the twenty jet pumps. 
During Single Loop 
Operation (SLO), the 
indicated core flow 
must be conservatively 
adjusted based on 
station procedures. 

4. If flow indication for 
all but one jet pump 
cannot be obtained 
within 12 hours an 
orderly shutdown shall 
be initiated and the 
reactor shall be in a 
cold shutdown condition 
within 24 hours. 

H. Recirculation Pump Flow 
Limitations 

1. Whenever both 
recirculation pumps 
are in operation, 
pump speeds shall be 
maintained within l°" 
of each other when 
power ievel is greater 
than 8°" and within 15~ 
of each other when 
power level is less 
than 8°". 

2. If specification 
3.6.B.l cannot be met, 
one recirculation pump 
shall be tripped . 

3/4.6-12 
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4.6 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 
(Cont'd.) 

3. The baseline data 
required to evaluate 
the conditions in 
Specifications 4.6.G.l 
.and 4. 6 .G. 2 will be 
acquired each operating 
cycl_e. 

H. Recirculation Pump Flow 
Limitations 

Recirculation pumps speed 
shall be checked daily 
for mismatch. 
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3.6 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 
·<Cont'd.) 

3. 1 During Single Loop 
Operation, the following 
restrictions are required: 

a. Operation with the 
Master Flow Control in 
AUTO is not permitted; 

b. The operable 
recirculation pump 
shall be at a speed 
less than 65~ of rated 
before starting the 
inoperable pump; 

c. The suction valve in 
the idle loop shall be 
closed and electrically 
isolated except when 
the idle loop is being 
prepared for return to 
service; and 

d. If the tripped pump is 
out of service for more 
than 24 hours, imple
ment the following 
additional restrictions: 

i. The flow biased 
RBM Rod Block LSSS 
shall be reduced 
by 4.07. 
(Specification 
3~2.C.l); 

ii. The flow biased 
APRM Rod Block 
LSSS shall be 
reduced by 3.5~ 
(Specification 
2.1.B); 

iii. The flow biased 
APRM scram LSSS 
shall be reduced 
by 3.5~ 
(Specification 
2.1.A.l); 

DRESDEN III DPR-25 
Amendment No. }'5, n 

4.6 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 
(Cont• d.) 
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_ 3.6 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 
(Cont'd.). 
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iv. The HCPR Safety 
Limit shall be 
increased by 0.03 
(Specification 
1.1.A); 

v. The HCPR Operating 
Limit shall be 
increased by 0.03 
(Specification 
3.5.~.3); 

vi • The MAPLHGR 
Operating Limit 
shall be reduced 
by a 
multiplicative 
factor of 0.7 
(Specification 
3.5.I). 

4. Core thermal power shall 
not exceed 25~ of rated 
without forced recircu
lation. If core thermal 
power is greater than 25~ 
of rated without forced 
recirculation, action shall 
be initiated within 15 
minutes to restore 

·operation to within the 
- prescribed limits and core 

thermal power shall be 
returned to within the 
prescribed limit within two 
(2) hours. 

I. Snubbers (Shock 
Suppressors) 

3/4.6-14 
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4.6 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 
(Cont'd.) 

I. Snubbers (Shock) 
Suppressors) 

The following surveillance 
requirements apply to 
safety related snubbers. 



• 3.6 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 
(Cont• d.) 

..... 

1. During all modes of 
operation except cold 

.shutdown and refuel. 
all safety related 
snubbers shall be 
operable except as 
noted in Specification 
3.6.I.2 through 3.6.I.4. 

3/4.6-15 
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4.6 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 
(Cont'd.) 

1. Visual Inspection 

An independent visual 
inspection shall be 
performed on the safety 
r.elated hydraulic and 
mechanical snubbers in 
accordance with the 
schedule below. 

a. All hydraulic 
snubbers whose seal 
material has been 
demonstrated by 
operating 
experience, lab 
testing or analysis 
to be compatible 
with the operating 
environment shall 
be visually 
inspected. This 
inspec~ion shall 
in~lude, but not 
necessarily be . 
limited to, 
inspection of the 
hydraulic fluid · 
reservoir, fluid 
connections, and 
linkage connection 
to the piping and 
anchor to verify 
snubber operability. 

b. All mechanical 
snubbers shall be 
visually 
inspected. This 
inspection shall 
consist of, but not 
necessarily be · 
limited to, 
inspection of the 
snubber and 
attachments to the 
piping and anchor 
for indications of 
damage or impaired 
operability. 
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3.6 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 
(Cont'd.) 
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2. From and after the 
time a snubber is 
determined to be 
inoperable, continued 
reactor operation is 
permissible only 
during the succeeding 
72 hours unless the 
snubber is sooner 
made operable or 
replaced . 
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4.6 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 
(Cont'd.) 

No. of Snubbers 
Found Inoperable 

During 
Inspection 
Interval 

Next 
Required 
Inspection 

Interval 

0 
1 
2 
3,4 
5,6,7 
8 or more 

18 months plus or minus a 
12 months plus or minus a 
6 months plus or minus 2~ 
124 days plus or minus 2~ 
62 days plus or minus 25~ 
31 days plus or minus 25~1 

The required 
inspection interval 
shall not be 
lengthened more 
than one step at a 
time . 

Snubbers may be 
categorized in two 
groups, "acces
sible" or "inacces
sible," based on 
their accessibility 
for inspection 
during reactor 
operation. Thes~ 

two groups may be 
inspected indepen
dently according to 
the above schedule. 

2. Functional Testing 

a. Once each refuel
ing cycle, a 
representative 
sample of approxi
mately 10!. of the 
hydraulic snubbers 
shall be function
ally tested for 
operability, includ
ing: 
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4.6 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 
<Cont'd.) 

(i) Activation· 

(ii) 

(restraining 
action) is 
achieved 
within the 
specified range 
of velocity or 
acceleration in 
both tension and 
compression. 

Snubber bleed, 
or release 
rate, where 
required, is 
within the 
specified range. 
in compression 
or tension. 

For each unit 
and subsequent 
unit found 
inoperable, an 
additional 107. · 
of the hydraulic 
snubbers shall 
be tested until 
no more 
failures are 
found or all 
units have been 
tested. 

b. Once each refueling 
cycle, a 
representative 
sample of 
approximately 10'1. 
of the mechanical 
snubbers shall be 
functionally tested 
for operability. 
The test shall 
consist of two 
parts: 
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 
(Cont'd.) 

(i) Verification that 
the force that 
initiates free 
movement of the 
snubber in either 
tension or compres
sion is less than 
the specified 
maximum breakaway 
friction force. 

(ii) Verify that the 
activation. (re
straining action) is 
achieved within the 
specified range of 
acceleration or 
velocity, as appli
cable based on 
snubber design in 
both tension and 
compression. 

For ·each unit and 
subseguent unit found 
inoperable, an addi
tional l~ of the 
mechanical snubbers 
shall be s~ tested uritil 
no more failures are 
found or all units have 
been tested. 

c. In addition to the 
regular sample, snubbers 
which failed the 
previous functional test 
shall be retested during 
the next test period. 
If a spare snubber has 
been installed in place 
of a failed snubber, 
then both the failed 
snubber (if it is 
repaired and installed 
in another position) and 
the spare snubber shall 
be retested. Test 
results of these 
snubbe~s may not be 
included for the 
resampling. 

).. 
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A. Thermal Limitations - The reactor vessel design specification 
requires that,the reactor vessel be designed for a maximum 
heatup and cooldown rate of the contained fluid (water) of 
100°F per hour averaged over a period of one hour. This rate 
has been chosen based on past experience with operating power 
plants. The associated time periods for beatup and cooldown 
cycles when the 100°F per hour rate is limiting provides for 
efficient, but safe, plant operation. 

The reactor vessel manufacturer bas designed the vessel to the 
above temperatur~ criterion. In t_be course of completing the 
clesign, the manufacturer performed detaiied stress analysis. 
This •nalysis includes more severe thermal conditions than 
those which would.be encountered during normal beating and 
cooling operations. 

Specif.ic analyses were made based on a beating and cooling 
rate of 100°F/bour •ppiied continuously over a temperature 
range of 100°F to 550°F. Because of the slow temperature-time 
response of the massive flanges relative to the adjacent bead 
and shell sections, calculated temperatures obtained were 
500°F (shell) and 360°F (flange) (140°F differential). Both 
axial and radial thermal stresses were considered to .act 
concurrently with full primary loadings. Calculated stresses 

.were within ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III 
stress intensity and fatigue limits even at the flange area 
where maximum stress occurs. 

The flange metal temperature differential of 140°F occurred as 
a result of s.iuggisb temperature response and the fact that 
the beating rate.continued over a 450°F coolant temperature 
range. 

The uncontrolled cooldown rate of 240°F was based on the 
maximum expected transient over the lifetime of the reactor 
vessel. This maximum expected transient is the injection of 
cold watet into th~ vessel by the high pressure coolant 
injection subsystem. This transient was considered in the 
design of the pressure vessel and five such cycles were 
considered in the design. Detailed stress analyses were 
conducted to assure that the injection ·of cold water into the 
ves.sel by the HPCI would not exceed ASME stress code 
limitations. 

B 3/4.6-21 
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B. Pressurization Temperature - The reactor coolant system is a 
···primary barrier against the release of fission products to the 

environs. In order to provide assurance that this barrier is 
maintained at a high degree of integrity, restrictions have 
been placed on the operating conditions to which it can be 

. subjected~ These restrictions on inservice hydrostatic 
testing, on heatup and cooldown, and on critical core 
operation s.hown in Figure 3.6.l~ were established to be in 
conformance with Appendiz G to 10 CFR so. 

In ~valuating the adequacy of ferritic steels Sa302B it is 
necessary that the following be established: 

a) The reference nil-ductility temperature (RTNDT) for all 
vessel and adjoining mater.ials, 

b) the relationship between RTNDT and integrated neutron 
fluz (fluence, at energies greater than one Kev), and 

c) the fluence at the location of a postulated flow . 

The initial RTNDT of the main closure flange, the shell and 
bead materials connecting to these flanges, and connecting 
welds is lO•r. However, the vertical electroslag welds which 
terminate immediately below the vessel flange have an RTNDT 
of 4o•r. (Reference Appendiz F to the FSAR) The closure 

. flanges and connecting shell materials are not subject to any 
appreciable neutron r•diat.ion exposure, nor are the vertical 
electroslag seaill.S. The· flange area is moderately stressed by 

· tensioning the bead bolts. Therefore, as is indicated in 
curves (a) and (b) of Figure 3.6.1, the minimum temperature of 
the vessel shell immediately below the vessel flange is 
established as 100°F below a pressure of 400 psig. (4o•r + 
6o•r, where 40°F is the RTtn>T of the electroslag weld and 
.60°F is a conservatism required by the ASKE Code). Above 
approzimately 400 p-sig pressure, the stresses associated with 
pressurization are ~re limiting than the bolting stresses, a 
fact that is reflected in the non-linear portion of curves <a> 
and (b). curve (c), whi.cb defines the temperature limitations 
for critical core operation, was established per Section IV 
2~c. of Appendix G of lOCFRSO. Each of the curves, (a), (b) 

·and (c) define temperature limitations for unirradiated ferric 
steels. Provision bas been made for the modification of these 
curves to account for the change in_RTNDT as a result of 
neutron embrittlement . 

• 

B 3/4.6-22 
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The jet pump flow deviation pattern derived from the diffuser 
to lower plenum differential pressure readings will be used to 
further evaluate jet pump ope·rability in the event that the 
jet pumps fail the tests in Section 4.6.G.l and 2. 

Agreement of indicated core f_low with established power-core 
flow relationships provides the most assurance that 
recirculation fiow is not bypassing the core through inactive 
or broken jet pumps. This bypass flow is reverse with respect 
to normal jet pump flow.. During Single Loop Operation, 
reverse flow through the idle jet ptimps begins when the active 
loop recirculation pump speed is above 20 to 40!. of rated. 
The indicated total core flow is a sumaiation of the flow 
indications for ~he twe.nty individual jet pumps. ·The total 
core flow meas·uring instrumentation iums reverse jet pump flow 
as though it \l(ere forward flc;>w. Thus the indicated flow is 
higher than actual core flow by at l,.east twice the normal flow 
through any backflowing pmnp. Reactivity inventory is known 
~o a high degr4(le of conf ide~ce so that even if a jet pump 
failure occurred during a shutdown p~riod, subsequent power 
ascension would promptly demonstrate abnormal control rod 
withdrawal for any power-flow operatng map point. 

A nozzle-riser system failure could also generate the 
· coincident failure of a jet pump body; however, the converse 

h not true. The lack of any substantial stress in the jet 
pump body makes failure impossible without an initial nozzle 
riser system failure.· 

H. Recirculation Pump Flow Limitations 

The LPCI loop selection logic has been'described in the 
Dresden Nuclear P·ower Station Uni ts .2 and 3 FSAR, .Amendments 7 
and 8. For some limited lc;>w probability accidents with the , 
recirculation loop .operating with large speed differences, it 
is possible for the logic to select the wrong loop for 
injection. For these limited conditions, the core spray 

· itself is adequate to prevent fuel temperatures from exceeding 
allowable limits. However, to limit the probability even 
further, a procedural limitation has been placed on the 
allowable variation in speed between the recirculation pumps. 

The licensee's analyses indicate that above 80!. power the loop 
select logic could not be expected to function at a speed 
difff;trential of ~5!.. · Below 80!. power, the loop select logic 
would not be expected to function at a speed differential of 
20!.. This specification provides a margin of 5!. in pump speed 
differential before a problem could arise. If the reactor is 
operating on one pump, the loop select logic trips that pump 
before making the loop selection. 

B 3/4.6-31 
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In addition, during the start-up of Dresden unn 2, it was 
found that a flow miiimatch between the two sets of jet pumps 
caused by a difference in recirculation loops could set up a 
vibration until a miSm&tch in speed of 27!. occurred. Tbe lOf. 
and 15!. speed mismatch restrictions provide additional margin 
before a p1illlp vibration problem will occur. 

Reduced flow MCPR Operating Limits for Automatic Flow Control 
are not applicable for Single Loop operation. ·Therefore. 
sustained reactor operation under such conditions h not 
permitted. 

During the starting seczuence of the inoperable recirculation 
pump, restricting the operable recirculation pump speed below 
65!. of rated prevents possible damage to the jet pump riser 
braces due to ezcessive vibration. 

The closure of the suction valve in the.idle loop prevents the 
.loss of LPCI through the idle recirculation pump into the 
dovncomer. 

Analyses have been performed which support. indefinite 
ol>eration in single loop provided the restrictions discussed 
in Specification 3.6.H.3.d. are implemented within 24 hours. 

The LSSSs are corrected to account for bactflow through the 
idle jet pmnps above 20-40f. of rated recirculation pump 
speed. This assures that the original drive flow biased rod· 

·· bloct and scram trip settings are preserved during Single Loop 
Operation. 

The ~CPR safety li~it bas been increased bf 0.03 to account · 
for core flow and TIP reading uncertainties which are used in 

·the statlsticai analysis of the safety limit. In addition, 
the MCPR Operating Limit has also been increased by 0.03 to 

·maintain the iame margin to the safety limit as during Dual 
Loop Operation. 

The mulplicative 0.7 reduction of MAPLHGR Operating Limit 
accounts for the more rapid loss of core flow during Single 

·Loop Operation than during Dual Loop Operation. 

Specification 3.6.B.4. increased the margin of safety for 
tbe~l-bydraulic stability and for startup of recirculation 
pumps from natural circulation conditions. 

B 3/4.6-32 
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I. Snubber.s (Shock Suppressors) 

Snubber.s are designed to pr.event unrestrained pipe motion 
1.lnder dynamic .loads as might occur. during an earthquake or 
severe transient while allowing normal.thermal motion during 
startup and shutdoWll. The consequence of an inoperable 
snubber is an increase. in the probability of structural damage 
to piping as a result of a seismic or other event initiating 
dynamic loads. It is therefore required that all snubbers 
required to protect the primary coolant system or any other 
safety system or component be operable during reactor 
operation. 

Because the snubber protection is required only during low 
probability events,. a period of.72 hours is allowed for 
repdrs or replacements. In case a shutdown h required, the 
allowance of 36 hours to reach a cold shutdown condition will 
permit an orderly shutdown consistent with standard operating 
procedures. Since plant startup should n:ot commence with 

. knowingly defective safety related equipment, Specification 
3.6.I.4 prohibits startup with inoperable snubbers. 

When a snubber is found inoperable, a review shall be 
performed to determine the snubber mode of failure. Results 
of the review shall be used to determine if an engineering 
evaluation of the safety-related system or component is 
necessary~ The engineering evaluation shall determine whether 

. or not the snubber mode of failure bas imparted a significant 
effect or degradation on the support component or system. 

All safety related hydraulic snubbers are visually inspected 
for overall integrity and operability. The inspection will 
include verification of proper orientation, adequate hydraulic 
fluid level and proper attachment of snubber to piping and 
structures. 

All safety related mechanical snubbers are visually inspected 
for overall.integrity and operability. The inspection will 
include verification of proper orientation and attachments to 
the piping and anchor for indication.of damage or impaired 
operability . 

B 3/4.6-33 
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The inspection frequency is based upon maintaining a constant 
level of snubber protection. Thus, the required inspection 
interval varies inversely with the ~bserved snubber failures. . . 

The ilUJnber of inoperable snubbers f~und during a required 
inspection _determines the t.ime interval for the next required 
inspection. Inspections performed before that interval has 
elapsed may be used as a new reference point to determine the 
next inspection. However, the results of such early 
.inspections performed before the original required .time 
interval bas elapsed (nc>minal time less 2si.> may not be used 
t.o lengthen the- required inspection interval. Any inspection 
whose results require a shorter inspection interval will 
override the previous schedule. 

To further increase the assurance of snubber reliability, 
functional tests will be performed once each refueling cycle. 
A representative sample of iO'f. of the safety~related· snubbers 
will be functionally tested. Observed failures on these 
samples will require testing of additional units • 

Hydraulic snubbers and mechanical snubbers may each be treated 
· as different entities for the above surveillance programs. 

Hydraulic snubber testing will include stroking of the 
snubbers to verify piston movement, lock-up, and bleed. 
Functional testing of the mechanical snubbers will consist of 

·verification that the force that initiates free movement of 
the snubber in either tension or compression -is less than the 
maximum breakaway friction force and verification that the 
~ctivation (restraining action) is achieved within the 
specified range of acceleration or velocity, as applicable 
based on snubber design, in both tension and compression. 

When the cause of rejection of the snubber is clearly 
established and remedied for that snubber and for any other 
snubbers that may be· generically susceptible, and verified by 
inservi"Ce functional testing, that snubber may be exempted 
from being counted as inoperable. Generically susceptible 
snubber.s are those. which are of a specific make or mo.del and 
have the same design features directly related to· rejection of 
the snubber by ~isual inspection or are similarly located or 
exposed to the same environmental conditions such as 
temperature, radiation, and vibration . 

B 3/".6-3" 1 
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Monitoring. of snubber ser.vice life shall consist of the 
. existing station record systems, including the central filing 

system, maintenance files, safety-related work packages, and 
snubber inspection recot'ds. The record retention programs 
employed at the station shall allow station personnel to 
maintain snubber integrity. The service life for hydraulic 
~nubbers is 10 years .. The hydraulic snubbers existing 
locations do not impose undue safety implications .on the 
piping and components because they are not exposed to excesses 
in environmental conditions. The service life for mechanical 

·snubbers is 40 years, lifetime of the plant. The mechanical 
snubbets are installed in areas. of harsh environmental 
conditions because of their dependability·over hydraulic 
snubbers in these areas. All snubber installations have been 

- thoroughly engineered providing the necessary safety 
requirements. Evaluations of all snubber locations and 
environmental conditions justify the above conservative 
snubber service lives. 

4.6 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT BASES 

None 

B 3/4.6-35 
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ATTACHKE!lT 2 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON SAFETY EVALUATION 

DRESDEN 3 CYCLE 10 



I. RELOAD FUEL AND CORE DESIGN 

summary 

Dresden 3 Cycle 10 CD3Cl0) will represent the first use of 9x9 fuel in 
D3 and the first use of an entire 9x9 reload at any domestic BWR. The 
reload will consist of 160 E>cxon Nuclear Company (ENC) 9x9 reload fuel 

· assemblies designated as type XN-9D3.35-8G4.0 (XN-3) and 16 ENC 9x9 
reload fuel assemblies designated as XN-9D3.35-9G4.0 (XN-3A). The 
remaining 548 bundles returned to the core will consist of 184 ENC XN-2 
BxB on·ce ·irradiated reload fuel assemblies, 224 ENC XN-1 BxB twice 
irradiated reload fuei assemblies.and 140 General Electric (GE) PBxBR 
reload fu~l assemblies inserted since the beginning~of-cycle 7. In 
swmnary, the core loading will consist of the following fuel types: 

Fuel Type Enriclunent Humber of Bundles Cycle Inserted 

GE P8x8R 2.65'1. 140 7 
XN-1 8x8 2.69'1. 224 8 
XN-2 8x8 2.83'1. 184 9 
XN-3 9x9 3.137. 160 10 

Dl-3A 9x9 3.13'1. 16 10 
Total 724 

Figure 4.3 of Attaclunent 3 illustrates the reference core loading 
pattern for D3 ClO. 

FUel Mechanical Design 

ENC has established design criteria to limit the stress, strain and 
overall duty on the fuel rod or bundle during normal, transient or 
accident conditions. In addition, the fuel is designed to be 
mechanically compatible with reactor internals, fuel handling equipment 
and existing fuel. 

The 9x9 XN-3 and XN-3A fuel assemblies are identical with the exception 
of a change in the number and location of the Gadolinia-bearing fuel 
rods. These reload assemblies contain 79 fuel rods (eight of which are 
also tie rods) and two water rods. 

The NRC has previously reviewed and approved ENC's Generic Fuel· 
"echanical Design Report (reference 8) which establishes fuel design 
limits and demonstrates compliance with those limits. The original 
Mechanical Design Report has now been superceded by a more recent report 
(reference 1) which is currently under NRC review. This report 
documents the fuel mechanical design criteria and analyses applicable to 
D3Cl0 for both ENC BxB and 9x9 fuel. 

Thermal Hydraulic Design 

The compatibility of the ENC XN-1 and XN-2 BxB fuel types with the GE 
8x8 fuel types in D3 has been demonstrated in Reference 2. Illustrated 
in Figure 3.1 of Attaclunent 3, the hydraulic demand curve for the ENC 
9x9 fuel falls between that of the GE PBxBR fuel and the ENC BxB fuel 
indicating adequate compatibility. 
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The KCPR Safety Limit has been calculated by ENC to be 1.05 for all fuel 
types for D3Cl0 operation. . The analysis has considered each of the 
constituent fuel types, conservative local power distributions for each 
type and the worst (bounding) radial power distribution at which each 
type is expected to operate during the cycle. This limit is therefore 
independent of fuel type. 

The NRC previously imposed a 0.01 adder to the Exxon calculated KCPR 
Safety Limit for the GE retrofit fuel in Dresden 3 during Cycle 8. This 
penalty was retained for D3C9 because CECo. chose to retain the 
flow-iterative HCPR formulation from the original Dresden licensing 
basis. · However, the Cycle 10 reload is based on ENC's revised critical 
power methodology, Reference 3, which incorporates the generically 
approved constant flow MCPR formulation forBWR applications. Hence, 
.the penalty on the GE retrofit fuel is no longer required. A more 
detailed discussion of the KCPR safety limits formulation for D3Cl0 is 
available in Appendix B of Attaclunent 3. 

Fuel Centerline Melting and Cladding Strain 

One of ENC's primary thennal hydraulic design criteria is that fuel 
· centerline melting will not occur for anticipated operational transients 

'throughout the life of -the fuel. ENC has performed transient overpower 
·anaiyses for the DJ-3 and DJ-3A 9x9 reload fuel·to demonstrate 
compliance with this criterion. The results are documented in 

·. Attaclunent 3 and demonstrate.substantial margin to the centerline 
melting criterion. 

Analyses demonstrat_ing margin· to centerline melting for ENC 8x8 fuel 
· were previously performed in support of Dresden 3 Cycles 8 and 9. These 
analyses remain applicable for D3CiO. 

Observance of the steady state LHGR limit of 13.4. kw/ft and applicable 
· MAPLHG~ limits for GE fuel will continue to provide assurance that the 

lT. uniform plastic strain limit on the cladding for GE fuel will not be 
violated under transient conditions._ 

Nuclear Design 

The 9x9 XN-3 and 9x9 XN-3A. fuel designs consist of 79 fuel rods and two 
water rods. The average assembly enrichment is 3.13T. which includes a 
six inch natural Uranium blanket at both the top and bottom. The 
average enrichment of the central region (excluding the blanket) is 
3. 35T.. XN-3 .and DJ-3A fuel designs utilize eight and nine, 
respectively, burnable poison rods containing a Gd2o3-uo2 mixture 
to reduce the initial assembly reactivity . 
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Prior to the extension of D3C9 operation due to a shift in refueling 
outage schedules, the core loading pattern previously mentioned was 
analyzed assuming a nomi~al EOC9 core average ~xposure of 19,754 
MWD/MTU. Furthermore,·the calculated core average exposure at BOC 10 
and EOC 10 was 13,026 M.WD/MTU ~nd 21,665 KWD/KTU, respectively, with a 
cycle exposure increment of 8,639 KWD/KTU. Based on these core 
exposures, the following sections s'ummarizes the results of the 
neutronic analyses performed by ·ENC. Note that Cycle 9 operation was 
extended. The impact of the extended operation will be addressed in 
Section VI. 

Core Reactivity 

The calculated BOC 10 cold core Keff with ail rods in is 0.9594 and the 
value with all rods out is 1.1095. The value with the strongest rod out 
·is 0.9874. This results in a Shutdown margin (SDM) of 1.267. 6 k at BOC 
10. However, the most reactive point in the cycle occurs at an exposure 
of 2000 MWD/KTU with a minirm.un calculated SDM of 1. 08'K. 6 k. Based on 
these results, the vaiue of R in the Technical Specifications SDM of 

_0.257. Ak + R would be 0.227. Ak (1.267. Ak -1.087. 6k + 0.04'1. Ak). 
The 0. 04'1. 4 k accounts for any inverted B4C tubes in the control 
blades. Hence, the calculated SDM is in conformance with the Technical 
Specifications limit. 

The_ Standby Liquid Control System (which is designed to inject a 
quantity of Boron solution that produces a concentration of no less than 
600 ppm of Boron in the reactor c~re in less than 100 minutes) was 
calculated to provide a .SDM of 5.8'K. Ak.for cold conditions with all 
control rods in their full power positions. This meets the SDM 
Technical Specification requirements of 3 .O'K. Ak. 

Core Stability 

The reactor decay ratio as a function of percent power, which was 
determi~ed analytically using the NRC ·approved COTRAN code, is given in 
Figure 4.4 of Attachment 3. For natural recirculation flow, the maximum 
decay ratio at 1007. FCL C47.6'K. of rated power) is 0.33, and at the APRM 
rod block intercept (587. of ra.ted power), the decay ratio is O. 53. 
These decay ratios are significantly lower than the NRC SER surveillance 
criterion of 0.75; therefore, no stability Technical Specifications 
surveillance requirement is needed for Cycle 10 operation. 

ENC also performed a stability analyses for a_ core composed entirely of 
9x9 reload fuel using COTRAN. In addition, stability calculations were 
performed for D3Cl0 and a ·full core of 9x9 fuel using ENC's advanced 
system stability model, COTRANSA2, which is currently under NRC review. 
The results of these additional analyses are provided in Attachment 6. 
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The decay ratio (calculated at the intersection of the APRK rod block 
line and.minimum pump speed) increased from 0.46 for D3Cl0 to 0.76 for 

.an equilibrium 9x9·core as determined by COTRAN. Calculations performed 
·by COTRANSA2 exhibit a similar trend, but not as severe: 0.45 to 0.68 as 
shown in Table 2.1 of Attachment 6. Although both codes indicate that 
stability margins will be decreasing at Dresden, decay ratios should 
remain well below 1.00 for all conditions in allowed regions of the 
power-flow operating map bo~h now and in later 9x9 cycles. 

In summary, for D3Cl0, both COTRAN and COTRANSA2 calculate decay ratios 
. less than 0. 50. · These results are well within the analytical criteria 
in reference 9. This clearly obviates the need to implement stability 
monitoring requirements as identified in Generic Letter 86-02 for cores 
that do not meet the analytical criteria. If the calculated decay ratio 
increases for future cycles as expected, the need for stability 
monitoring requirements will be reassessed. · 

ASEA~ATOM Control Blades 

. Dresden 3 was the first U.S. BWR to utilize ASEA-ATOM control blades. 
As part of an EPRI-sponsored demonstration, eight ASEA-ATOH control rods 
were inserted in single rod sequencing locations during cycle 9. For 
D3Cl0, the core locations for thes·e A-A control blades will remain the 
same as that for Cycle 9. · They have been appropriately modeled by ENC 
for D3Cl0. · 

II. TRANSIENTS AND ACCIDENTS 

A. Anticipated Operational Occurrences (Transients) 

ENC has considered several categories of potential core-wide 
transients to determine the limiting events and establish thermal 
margin requirements for D3C10~ In addition, Rod Withdrawal Error 
(RWE) w~s analyzed and determined to be non-limiting. The results 
of these analyses were based on the original projected end-of-cycle 
9 exposure. The impact of the cycle extension on specific 
transients will be· discussed in Section VI. 

Limiting MCPR Transients 

The following four events were determined to be the most limiting 
and were analyzed to determine the MCPR Operating Limit for D3Cl0: 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

Generator Load Rejection without Bypass 
Turbine Trip without Bypass 
Feedwater Controller Failure 
Loss of Feedwater Heating 

(LR w/o BP) 
(TT w/o BP) 
(FWCF) 
(LoFWH) 
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The analyses were performed based on the same methodology as that 
used for Cycles 8 and 9 except for the use of the following: 

a. The NRC approved constant flow MCPR methodology; 
b. Tl\e code uncertainty methodology of. Reference 4 (NRC approval 

expected soon); and 
c. The calculational models update in COTRAN'SA/PTSBWR3 which is 

described in Appendix A of Attachment 4. 

In accordance with the ENC methodology as given in Reference 5, 
pos$ible limiting transients have been evaluated; the limiting 
transient is identified as the LR w/o BP. Since this is the 
limiting rapid pressurization event, the treatment of several of 
the calculational uncertainties in the determination of HCPR 
operating limits is statistic~lly applied. This methodology 
includes a conservative .deterministic multiplier of llot. on the 
calCulated transient power to account for COTRAN'SA code . 
uncertainties. Other variables are.treated either in a bounding 
fashion or in a statistical manner as has been previously done. By 
applying the 11<>'1. multiplier, it will no longer be necessary to 
apply the 0.03 NRC imposed MCPR penalty (pending NRC approval of 
Reference 4). 

Compliance to ASKE Pressure Vessel Code 

The most limiting event for reactor vessel over-pressurization is 
the M~in Steamline Isolation Valve (MSIV) closure without direct 
scram (single failure) on valve position. As required by the ASKE 
co~e, no credit is taken for the electromatic relief valves. The 
maximum value of the sensed pressure in the steam dome was 1316 
psig which corresponds to a maximum vessel pressure of 1341 psig at 
the lower plenum. These values are less than the Technical 
Specification limit of 1345.psig as measured by the steam dome 
pressure indicator and assures that the 1375 psig ASKE vessel 
pressure limit is protected. 

Reduced Flow Operation 

ENC has determined the required reduced flow MCPR operating limit 
for off-rated conditions to prevent the MCPR from degrading below 
the Cycle 10 KCPR full flow operating limits during Automatic Flow 
Control (AFC) operation. This was determined by evaluating the 
MCPR for a given reactor power distribution at varying total 
reactor power and flow conditions . 
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When in Manual Flow Control at reduced flow conditions, EBC 
determined the two-pump excursions were the limiting pump run-up 
events. The evaluation of the two recirculation pump flow 
excursion showed that establishment of KCPR limits which prevent 
boiling transition for this event will also bound single pump 
•failures. The reduced flow KCPR calculations were performed for 
events initiated from both the APRK rod block line and the 100~ 
FCL •. The results show that pump run-up events initiated from the 
1007. FCL are bounding. Fµrthermore, the analysis conservatively 
assumed the reactor reached 12ot. rated thermal power at llot. rated 

· flow. Attaclunent 3 presents the reduced flow KCPR Operating Limit 
for AFC and Manual Flow Control. 

Control Rod Scram Insertion Time Surveillance 

Individual control rod drive insertion times shall be monitored in 
accordan~e with existing Technical Specification requirements. If 
the average 907. insertion-time ·for all the control rod drives in 
the core, based on the most recent. observation for each drive, 
exceeds 2.73 seconds, the KCPR operating l.imit at full flow and at 
reduced flow in the AFC mode for all fuel types shall be increased 
by an amount determined by: · 

KCPRoL = KCPRLCO + (TAV-2.73) * KCPRt 

where 

KCPRoL = Adjusted KCPR Operating Limit for the applicable 
fuel type 

KCPRLCO = Technical Specification KCPR Operating Limit 
for the applicable fuel type 

TAY = Core average scram insertion time of 907. 

KCPRt = 0.143, based on 9x9 fuel (XN-3) resulting in a 
slightly more conservative equation than one based 
on 8x8 fuel. 

It should be noted that the mean insertion time for 907. insertion 
has been revised from 2.58 seconds for Cycle 9 to 2.73 seconds for 
Cycle 10. This is due to recent scram time data being longer than 
previous cycles' data . 
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Rod Withdrawal Error (RWE) 

Dresden's Unit 3 Rod Block Monitor (~K) is currently set at 110'1.. 
At this setting, the RWE event produces a ACPR of 0.148 for Bxs 
fuel and 0.152 for 9x9 fuel. These values are bounded by the LR 
w/o BP transient event which gives a ~CPR of 0.24 for 8x8 fuel and 
0.28 for 9x9 fuel and is the basis for the KCPR Limiting Condition 
of Operation (LCO) at full flow. 

Fuel Loading Error 

The mislocat_ed assembly analysis bounds the misoriented assembly 
analysis as for previous ENC reloads. The limiting mislocated 
assembly occurs when a once burned ENC 8x8 (XN-2) assembly is 
ioaded into the core location C43,1S) and results in a maximum 
.0 CPR of 0 .19 at a cycle exposure of 2500 KWD/KTU. This event is 
also bounded by the LR w/o BP transient result and therefore does 
not affect the required KCPR LCO for D3Cl0. 

KCPR Operating Limit 

Based on the above analyses, the D3Cl0 KCPR operating limits at 
rated conditions which would be required to preclude violations of 
the fuel ciadding integrity safety limits are 1.33 for ENC 9x9 
fuel; 1.29 for ENC 8x8 fuel and 1.29 for GE P8x8R fuel. However, 
in considering future reloads possibly under 10 CFR 50.59 review, 

.. Dresden Station is imposing a factor of 0.02 to the ACPRs in the 
proposed Technical Specifications to increase the likelihood of 
bounding KCPR operating limits for subsequent reloads without 
significantly impacting expected operating margins. This will 
facilitate application of 50.59 reviews to future reloads. 

Accidents 

In support of D3Cl0 operation, ENC has reanalyzed the Control Rod 
Drop Accident (RDA) to demonstrate compliance with the 280 cal/gm 
Technical $pecification limit and has reanalyzed the Loss of 
Coolant Accident (LOCA) to determine KAPLHGR limits for XN-3 and 
XN-3A fuel. Any impact on the results of these analyses due to the 
extended Cycle 9 operation will be addressed in Section VI. 

Control Rod Drop Accident (RDA) 

The maximum deposited fuel rod enthalpy for the RDA is calculated 
to be 109 cal/gm --Which is well below the Technical Specification 
limit of 280 cal/gm, provided the provisions of the "Banked 
Position Withdrawal Sequence (BPWS)" are followed below 20'1. power . 
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Loss of Coolant Accident 

ENC has previously performed LOCA analyses for Dresden 3 utilizing 
. ENC. 8x8 fuel (Reference 6). These analyses provided MAPLHGR limits 

Which remain applicable for the ENC 8x8.fuel in Cycle 10. ENC has 
also performed limiting LOCA break caiculations for Dresden 3 with 
a full core of ENC 9x9 fuel. · Two calCulations were performed, one 
for full power and full flow (100/100) and the other at full power 

•and 87~ flow (100/87) which is the minimum flow allowed for 
operation at full power from the ELLLA region analyzed for D3Cl0 
operation (addressed.later). Both operating ~onditions resulted in 
essentially identical LOCA transients. The power/flow of 100/87 
resulted in the highest peak cladding temperature (PCT) and was 
used to calcul.ate .the . LOCA-ECCS MAPLHGR limits. The final MAPLHGR 
calculation results are given in Table 1.1, Figure 1.1, and Table 

. 3.2 of Attachment S. Table 3.2 gives the analyzed MAPLHGR, and the 
calculated results for local metal-water reaction and peak clad 
temperature as a function of the hot.assembly average burnup. 
Th~se LOCA-ECCS results are in conformance with the respective HRC 
10 CFR 50.46 criteria of 17~ and 2200°F. Compliance with criteria 
on core wide cladd.ing reaction (<14'), inaintaining coolable geometry, 
and long term cooling capability was also confirmed. It should be 
noted that there are some significant differences between the 
reflood results of the full $x8 core calculations and these of the 
full 9x9 core calculations. The key parameter that is different is 
the time of hot node reflood, which improved from 169 seconds in 
the previous analysis (mixed GE and ENC 8x8 core) to 160 seconds in 
the new analysis (full 9x9 core). The shorter reflood time for the 
bot node is due to several features inherent in the 9x9 fuel 
relative to the 8x8 fuel. These are: 

1. Lower stored energy because of lower operating LHGR; 

2. Less fission gas p~essure because of lower LHGR; 

3. Larger heat transfer area. 

The time for a mixed GE P8x8R, ENC 8x8 and 9x9 core would be 
expected to fall in between these times. ·A later time of hot mode 
reflood allows more time for heatup and therefore a higher Peak 
Clad Temperature. Thus, it can be concluded that the 8x8 core 
analysis, which utilized the later time, is bounding for ENC 8x8 
fuel in Cycle 10 and future cycles containing a mixed core of 8x8 
and 9x9 fuel; the use of the time of hot node reflood from the 8x8 
core analysis in the 9x9 heatup calculations gives results that are 
bounding for ENC 9x9 fuel in Cycle 10 and future cycles, whether 
containing a mixed 8x8 and 9x9 core or a full 9x9 core. 
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III. SINGLE LOOP OPERATION CSLO) 

NRC Actions and the Exxon Nuclear Assessment of SLO 

The NRC has previously granted provisions for limited Single Loop 
Operation based upon a preliminary review of available reports. This 
approval increased the KCPR Safety Limit adder from 0.01 to 0.03 and 
reduced the MAPLHGR multiplier from those values reported in Reference 
7 to 0.7. ·ENC has evaluated the results of GE analyses and has con
cluded the results are vali.d for ENC reload.fuel (see Attachment 3). 
In summai"Y, be.cause of the similarity l;>etween the ENC 9x9 fuel type 
and the other fuel types making up the remainder of the core, and 
because of the similarity in the magnitude of the uncertainties which 
determine the MCPR safety limit, this increase in the safety limit 
value is appropriate for operation with.ENC fuel and analyses. In 
addition, the all condition, reduced flow MCPR limit curves are appli
cable without modification during sfogle loop operation due to the 
fact that the reduced flow curves are based on the bounding 2 pump 
run~up case which physically cannot happen during single loop 
operation. Note that the AFC reduced_ flow MCPR curves do not apply 
during SLO because this mode of operation is prohibited at l)resden 
during SLO. 

The LOCA analyses performed in support of the Cycles 8 and 10 reloads 
demonstrate a similarity in ECCS performance for cores fueled with 8x8 
and 9x9 fuel, with the 9x9 f~el exhibiting a consistently lower value 
of peak cladding temperature. Hence, the 0.7 MAPLHGR reduction factor 
for 8x8 fuel are conservatively applicable to 9x9 fuel. 

Plant Transients 

In light of the possibility of reverse or stalled flow in the idle 
loop, it will be necessary to reduce.the APRM Scram, Rod Block, and 
RBK Rod Block setpoints by mAW, where m is the line slope and .AW is 
a correction factor accounting for the different drive flow-core flow 
relationship in SLO. The APRM setpoints require a reduction of 3.5'1., 
which corresponds to a 6.1'- reduction in core flow and a 0.58 slope, 
for SLO. However, the steeper slope of the RBK requires a slightly 
larger reduction in the RBK setpoint (6.l'f. x 0.65 = _.4'1.) than 
previously calculated. 

APRM Noise And Core Plate ~P Fluctuation During SLO 

Subsequent Single Loop Operation tests performed at Brown's Ferry 
Nuclear Power Plant on February 9, 1985 have conclusively demonstrated 
that the increased Core Plate· ~P and APRM noise experienced during 
SLO. is caused by increased flow noise associated with back flow 
through the idle loop jet puinps and does not represent a less stable 
mode of operation. Thus, the Core Plate .AP and APRM noise 
surveillance required in the current Dresden Unit 3 SLO licensing 
restrictioo is no longer needed and has1theref ore been deleted in the 
proposed License Amenament (Attacnment ). 
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Furthermore, because of stability concerns, SLO operation was 
originally limited to 50'1 of rated core thermal power to prevent 
une)cpected variations in core plate i P ~nd APRH noise. Since 
stability concerns have now been resolved by additional testing and 
analyses, the 50'1 power restriction while in ~LO will be removed in 
the proposed license amendment. A less restrictive thermal power 
limit during SLO will be incorporated into station procedures based on 
Reference 7. 

Conclusions 

Provided the recommendations outline.d above are incorporated into 
Dresden Unit 3's Technical Specifications and procedures, Dresden 
Station concludes that Unit 3 may safely operate in single loop under 

·the less restrictive conditions of the proposed license amendment. 

IV. EXTENDED LOAD LINE LIMIT ANALYSIS {ELLLA) 

ELL~ is an analysis to support plant operation above the 100'1 Load 
Line up to the APRM rod block line. This added capability increases 
operating flexibility and permits flow compensation for xenon build-up 
following start-ups and for fuel depletion later in the cycle. In 
addition, the speed and ease of achieving and maintaining 1007. power 
is improved. All the anticipated transient analyses performed for 
Cycle 10 operation supports operation in the expanded power/flow 
operating region as sh~wn in Figure 1.1 of Attachment 4. To assure 
that no safety limits would be violated for the most limiting 
transient event, the analysis was evaluated at three off-rated 
conditions (100'1 Power/87~ Flow, 85~ Power/61~ Flow, 67~ Power/39~ 
Flow) on the expanded power/flow map of Figure 1.1. The results of 
the analysis indicate that all three points are bounded by the 
Generator Load Rejection without Bypass at the 100'1 Power/1007. Flow 
condition on the operating map. The results of the analysis are 
summarized in Table 5.1 of Attachment 4. Note that the power/flow 

· c.ondition of 85/61 is the maximum allowed operating point {largest 
thermal power allowed at a minimum core flow) on the APRM rod block 
line in the.extended operating region for Cycle 9 operation. For· 
Cycle 10, this maximum operating point is at 100/87. 

For LOCA-ECCS concern, limiting LOCA break calculations were 
performed, one for full-power/full-flow (100/100) condition and the 
other at full-power/87~ rated flow (100/87) which is the minimum flow 
for allowed operation at full power. Both operating conditions were 

·found to result in essentially identical LOCA transients with the 
power/flow condition of 100/87 giving the slightly higher peak 
cladding temperature which was used to verify the adequacy of 
LOCA-ECCS MAPLHGR Limits. 
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Based on the infonnation presented above, Dresden feels that ELLLA is 
acceptable and should be used during D3Cl0. 

LICENSE AND TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Attachment 1 provides License and Technical Specification changes to 
support D3Cl0 operation with a mixed core of GE P8x8R, ENC 8x8 and ENC 

· 9x9 fuel assemblies, Single Loop Operation, an expanded power/flow 
map, and revised ENC methodology. 

A. License Changes 

The requirements for Sing~e Loop Operation were removed from 
Faciiity Operating License No._DPR-25 (Section 3.L) and placed 
within various sections throughout the Technical Specifications to 
allow Single Loop Operation in excess of 50'l. of rated core thermal 
power. 

B~ Technical Specification Changes 

The MCPR Safety Limit in Section 1.1.A has been changed to 1.05 for 
all _fuel types as described in the Thermal Hydraulic Design 
Section. The SLO MCPR Safety Limit requirement has been 
incorporated in this section. 

The HCPR Operating Limit in Section 3.5.K has been changed to 1.31 
for 8x8 fuel and 1.35 for 9x9 fuel as a result of the calculated 
~CPR changes from the transient analyses. The SLO MCPR Operating 
Limit requirement has been incorporated in this section. In 
addition, the 90'l. scram insertion time limit has been increased to 
2.73 seconds and if exceeded, the MCPR Operating Limit shall be 
increased by the amount equal to 0.143t-0.39 for both 8x8 and 9x9 
fuel design. The variable t equals the average 90~ scram insertion 
time for the most recent half-core or full core surveillance data 
from Section 4.3.C. 

Figure 3.5-2 (Sheets 1 and 2) are replaced with three new curves. 
Sheet 1 is the reduced flow KCPR Operating Limit for both 8x8 and 

· 9x9 fuel. Sheets 2 and 3 for 8x8 and 9x9 fuel, respectively, are 
the HCPR Operating Limit at reduced flow_ for Automatic Flow Control. 

The bases for Sections 1.1.A and 3.5.K have been amended to reflect 
SLO. The MCPR Safety Limit penalty accounts for increased 
uncertainties in core flow and TIP measurements, and the KCPR 
Operating Limit penalty maintains the same margin to the safety 
limit. 
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MAPLHGR 

The SLO MAPLHGR penalty has been incorporated into Section 3.5.I 
which requires the MAPLHGR values to be reduced by a multiplicative 
factor of 0.7. 

The MAPLHGR curves (Figure 3.5-1) for GE fuel types P8DRB2.39, 
8DRB2.65L, 80250 and 80262 are deleted. Fuel types P8DRB2.39 and 
8DRB2.65L have never been used in Dresden 3 and are not expected to 
be used in the future. Fuel types 80250 and 80262 are no longer 
used as reload fuel designs. The KAPLHGR curve for ENC 9x9 reload 
fuel has been added.to Figure 3.5-1. The other changes are 
re-formatting of the existing curves and adding tabulated values. 

The bases for Section 3.5.I has been amended to reflect the 
IDUltiplicative 0.7 reduction.factor. The reduction factor accounts 
for the more rapid loss of core flow in the active loop. Three 
references have also been added in support of SLO. 

Expanded Power/Flow Kap 

The power/flow map(Figure 2.1-3) has ~een revised to incorporate 
the expanded operating region along the APRK Rod Block Line which 
is supported by ENC's Extended Load Line Limit Analysis (ELLLA). 
The shaded operating region supported by HED0-24167 was removed 
from the power/flow map for clarity. Also, Technical Specification 
3.6.A.4 referenced in Figure 2.1-3 has been changed to 3.6.H.4. 

Limiting Safety System Setting 

For SLO, APRK Flux. Scram Trip Setting in run mode and APRK Rod 
Block Setting have been incorporated into Sections 2.1.A.l and 
2.1.B, respectively. In addition, Table 3.2.3 has been revised to 
reflect the SLO altered APRK upscale Cf low biased) rod block 
equation and SLO altered Rod Block Monitor upscale (flow biased) 
equation. 

The bases for Sections 2.1.A.l, 2.1.B, and 3.2 have been amended to 
reflect SLO. ·. If the above settings were not altered for SLO, the 
new .drive flow to core flow' relationship would nonconservatively 
result in.instrument initiation occurring at neutron fluxes higher 
than normal for a given core flow . 
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Jet Pumps and Recirculation Pumps 

Section 3.6.G.3 has been split into two sections (3.6.G.3 and 
3. 6. G. 4) . The new 3. 6. G .. 3 section requires that the indicated core 
flow be conservatively adjusted for SLO. Section 3.6.G.4 requires 
immediate corrective action if flow indication failure occurs for 
two or more jet pumps. 

Section 3.6.H.3 has been revised to allow SLO except with the 
Master Flow Control in AUTO. Section 3.6.H.4 and the SLO 
requirements from the license have also been included in·section 
3.6.H.3. However, the core thermal power limitation has been 
omitted from the Technical Specifications but will be incorporated 
into station procedures. 

In addition, Section 3.6.A.4 has been moved to Section 3.6.H.4 
along with corrective action to restore operation within the 
prescribed thermal power limit during natural circulation. 

·The bases (3.6.G and 3.6.H) have also been revised to reflect SLO. 

General Changes 

The following minor changes are clarification of various Technical 
Specification sections: 

1. The heading '1.0 Definitions (Cont'd.)' has been added to pages 
1. 0-2 through 1. 0-6; . 

2. Rated Recirculation Pump Speed, Dual Loop Operation, and Single 
Loop Operation have been defined in Section 1.0; 

3. The phrase 'rated neutron flux' has been replaced with •rated 
core thermal power• in Section 2.1.A.2; 

4. The term 'Mismatch' in the heading of Sections 3.6.H. and 
4.6.H. has been changed to 'Limitations•. 

5. A typographical error in Section 4.5.L.1.a. has been corrected. 

VI. REANALYSES DUE TO EXTENDED CYCLE 9 OPERATION 

As a result of extended Cycle 9 operation, ENC has performed 
additional analyses using the updated exposure and additional 
information pertaining to operation of D3C10 with DJ-3 and DJ-3A 
reload fuel. The original analyses performed by ENC was based on a 
nominal Cycle 9 exposure of 5691 KWD/STU with a lower cycle exposure 
limit of 5235 KWD/STU and an upper limit of 6147 KWD/STU. The 
supplemental analyses, which accounted for the extended coastdown, 
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were based on a nominal Cycle 9 exposure of 6548 MWD/STU with lower 
and upper limits at 6248 MWD/STU and 6848 MWo/STU respectively. The 
actual Cycle 9 exposure at Shutdown on 10-28~85 is 6450 MWD/STU which 
is well within the revised exposure window. Furthermore, the 
projected Cycle 10 full power energy capability has been reduced from 
approximately 7837 MWD/STU (8639 KWD/MTU) to 6932 MWD/STU (7641 
MWD/MTU) with no coastdown planned. Below are the results of the 
additional analyses performed by ENC including additional information 
to either clarify, supplement or confirm' results from the original 
Cycle 10 analyses. 

I 

Additional Neutronic, Transient and Accident Analyses 

l'be Shutdown margin (SDK) for D3Cl0 has been recalculated to take into 
account the extended ·coastdown of Cycle 9. Minimum SDK now occurs at 
BOClO with a value of 1. 43'1 ll k as compared to 1. 08!. A k at a cycle 
exposure of 2000 MWD/KTU calculated in the previous analysis. The 
vaiue of R in the Technical Specification SOK.requirement is therefore 
reduced from 0. 22'1 A k to O. 04!. bk because the minimum SDK occurs at 
BOClO for the new analysis. The 0.04!. Ak value of R is to account 
for the effect of possible B4c settling in some of the absorber 
tubes of the control rods in Dresden 3. 

The hot excess reactivity at BOClO is 1.5!. ~k from the new analysis 
as compared to 2. l'J.' ~k in the odginal analysis due to higher burnup 
of the fuel in Cycle 9 which will be reinserted for Cycle 10 operation. 

The calculated ACPR results of 0.15 for the rod withdrawal error and 
0.19 for the fuel misloading error~ which are reported in the original 
analysis in Attachnient 3, were assessed by ENC and will remain 

·non-limiting. The reported soluble boron re$ctivity of 0.9420 for the 
standby liquid control system is bounding since the Cycle 10 core 
reactivity is reduced by the higher fuel burnup in Cycle 9. 

The control rod drop accident results previously reported still bound 
Cycle 10 because the limiting dropped control rod worth occurs at 
BOClO and based on the reduced core reactivity for Cycle 10, the 
control rod worth will be reduced. Furthermore, the Doppler 
coefficient increases with higher burnup and a larger Doppler 
coefficient will result in a lower value for the deposited enthalpy. 

A bounding calculation was performed by ENC for the limiting transient 
event-Generator Load Rejection without Bypass. The results indicated 
that the ACPRs for each of the reload fuel types are equal to or less 
· tha.n the previous calculated values. Thus, the previously calculated 
MCPR operating limits are still applicable to the revised D3Cl0 
operation. 
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The maximum system pressure due to KSIV closure has been recalculated 
by ENC. 'nte resulting pressures are somewhat higher than those 
previously calculated but the highest pressure of 1361 psig (vessel 
lower plenum) is still below the maximum allowed value of 1375 psig, 
thus satisfying the requirements of the ASKE over-pressurization 
protection limits. The steamdome pressure also remains below the 
derived (as measured) Technical Specification safety limit of 1345 
psig. 

If the reactor is operated in the automatic flow control mode (AFC) 
using the reduced flow KCPR limits for AFC, transients initiated at 
reduced flow will not result in critical power ratios less than the 

· established KCPR operating limit for rated conditions. The reduced 
flow KCPR limits for automatic flow control reported in Attachment 3 
were calculated for the lOQ~ Flow Control Line by ENC and bound 
operation along the APRK rod block.line. ENC has also determined that 
pump run-up events in Manual Flow Control initiated from the lOO'f. Flow 
Control Line bound similar events initiated from the APRK rod block 
line and do not violate the KCPR Safety Limit. 

ENC has performed limiting LOCA analyses for Dresden 3 with a full 
core of 9x9. fuel as reported in Attachment 5 and determined that these 
LOCA results are still applicable to Cycle 10 because the LOCA 
calculations were performed utilizing neutronic inputs which bound any 
expected condition for the reactor and. the fuel types including 
extended coastdown. The most limiting LOCA break from the generic 
break spectrum during normal operation is the double-ended guillotine 
break on the recirculation pump suction· pipe with a discharge 
coefficient of 1.0. 

Additionally, the fuel design has minimal effect on LOCA break 
sequence of events. ·The limiting break in a LOCA break spectnim 
analysis is primarily determined by the NSSS system design and ECCS 
configuration and operation. 

VI I. SUMMARY 

The preceding discussions have addressed all major features of the ENC 
9x9 XN-3/XN-3A reload for D3Cl0. The mechanical, thermal hydraulic 
and neutronic design of the 9x9 XN-3 and XN-3A reload fuel have been 
analyzed to be compatible with the ENC 8x8 and GE P8x8R fuel design. 
In addition to the first use of an entire 9x9 reload in Dresden Unit 
3, the Recirculation Pipe Replacement (RPR) Program will be underway 
following the end of cycle 9 operation. ENC has evaluated the 
geometric differences between the original and replacement piping and 
concluded that the contained volumes and piping spool configurations 
are sufficiently similar that the results of the analyses performed by 
ENC based on the original plant configurations are valid within the 
reporting accuracy of the design basis documents. Thus, Dresden 
Station concludes that operation of D3Cl0 with ENC 9x9 reload fuel is 
safe and acceptable. 
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ATTACHMENT .6 

STABILITY ASSESSMENT OF ENC 9X9 FUEL AT DRESDEN-3 

USING COTRANSA2 STABILITY METHODOLOGY 

1. 0 INTRODUCTION 

A stability analysis was performed to quantify the relative core stability 

.margin for the initial 9X9 reload and equilibrium 9x9 reload cores at Dresden· 

Unit .3. This Cycle 10 specific analysis was extended to include an e~aluation 

of the relative stability margins of axe and 9X9 fuel types. These calculations 

not only provide.a comparison of axe and 9X9 stability.margins, but also provide 

a direct comparison between the approved COTRAN methodology and the advanced 

sy~tem stability model, COTRANSA2 . 

;f 

• 
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The COTRANSA2 calculated decay ratio at the rod-block/minimum pump speed 

intercept was 0.45 for Cycle 10 compared to 0.46 calculated by COTRAN. Thus, 

the parallel COTRANSA2 analysis supports the relative stability margins 

calculated by the COTRAN methodology for. cycle 10. Additional COTRANSA2 

calculations were made to determine the inherent change 1n stability margins due 

to the 9X9 geometry and ·hydraulic characteristics. Again, at the 

rod-block/minimum pump speed intercept, a full core loading of 9X9 fuel, when 
-

compared to a full core of BXS fuel with the same neutronic characteristics, 

results in a decay ratio increase of only _0.03. Thus, transient results 

indicate that both the cycle 10 mixed core loading and a full core loading of 

9X9 fuel at Dresden Unit-3 will exhibit a high degree of stability with respect 

to reactor core density wave oscillations . 

, 
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2.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The stab;1;ty marg;ns of the Dresden Unit-3 reactor have been evaluated with 

COTRANSA2 (References 1 through 3) for both cycle 10 and an equilibrium 9X9 core 

loading. The calculations were performed at the rod-block. power corresponding 

· to the minimum pump speed flow. 

The calculational results for COTRANSA2 are tabulated in Table 2.1 for the two 

. fuel loadings. In add;tion~ the· calculational results from a parallel COTRAN 

analysis are als9 presented. To determine the degree of conshtency between the 

.two calculational models, the calculational biases can be removed based ·on the 

benchmark analysis of the two methodologies (References 3 and 4). This is 

accomplished by using the least-squares data fits between calculated and 

measured data to determine. the corresponding "expected" decay ratios. Table 2.2 

presents the "expected" decay ratios for the COTRANSA2 and COTRAN methodologies. 

As .Table 2.2 shows, the two methodologies provide ~ consistent calculational 

basis for the Dresden Unit-3 stability margins. 

The increase in core decay ratio between cycle 10 and the equilibrium 9X9 fuel 

loading was also investigated. The primary objective was to determine whether 

the increased core decay ratio was due to the reduced rod diameter of the 9X9 

fuel or due to · inherent differences in core conditions between the cycl~ 
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spec;fic analysis and the equilibrium cycle based on Haling solutions. 

To assess these differences, comparisons between 8XS and 9X9 fuel loadings were 

made with the COTRAN and COTRANSA2 models. The COTRAN calculations were 

performed for cycle 10 and equilibrium core loadings and address the relative 

magnitude that 9X9 fuel has on. core stability margins. The COTRANSA2. 

ca1culations were performed to determine the relative stability margins between 

the BXS and 9X9 fuel if they were neutronically identical. This analysis was 

·performed for the equl ibrium cycle by recalculating the core input to COTRANSA2 

using the· 9X9 cross sections in XTGBWR, but specifying BXS rod geometry and 

hydraulic parameters. Thus, the results will give a direct estimation of the 

geometry effects between 8XB and 9X9 fuel. The results for these analyses are 

presented in Table 2.3.· As shown tn Table 2.3, the cycle 10 results indicate 

that there is no quantifiable impact of a single 9X9 reload batch on core 

- stability margins. The full core analysis for the equilibrium cycle compares 

the stability margins· for equivalent SXB and 9X9 fue~ designs. Thus, the same 

multi-cycle analysis was used to reach the equilibrium cycle. As Table 2.3 

shows, the COTRAN and COTRANSA2 analysis indicate that the 9X9 fuel design 

results in a 4 to 5 percent increase in core decay ratio when compared . to an 

equivalent BXS design capable of comparable cycle energies • 

.. . ., .. ~ 

. ·- ..... ---·""", 
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These calculational comparisons between BXS and 9X9 fuel loadings indicate that 

the relative stability margins between BXS and 9X9 fuel must be made on a 

consistent basis. This basis includes reactor power histories and loading 

.patterns since both of these influence the end-of-cycle power distribution and 

core reactivity coefficients. The equilibrium cycle analysis, therefore, may be 

used for a relative measure of stability margins when comparing to equivalent 

equilibrium analyses. but· does not directly represent the expected decay ratio 

whe.n compared to cycle specific .analysis . 
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Table 2.l Calculated Core Decay Ratios for Dresden Un1t-3 

Cycle 

10 

Equilibrium 

(Full Core 9X9) 

CO TRAN 

Decay Ratio 

0.46 

0.76 

COTRANSA2 

Decay Ratio 

0.45 

0.68 . 

Difference 

+0.01 

-o.os· 

Table 2.Z •Expected• Core Decay Ratios For Dresden Unit-3 

Cycle 

10 

[qui librium 

(full Core 9X9) 

CO TRAN 

Decay Ratio 

0.43 

0.61 

COTRANSA2 

. Decay Ratio 

0.48 

0.65 

Difference 

+0.06 

+0.04 

• I ~. :' •• \.' • t •,• • • • • • •• • ~ - • 

,.~ 1>~ '" "'\...,, """' ~ -
.. :. ··"-· ..•. 

" 
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lable 2.3 Comparison of BXS and 9X9 Stability Margins 

100".4ll/NC 

Rod Block/NC 

Cycle JO COTRAN Analysis 

All axe Fuel 1/3 9X9 Fuel 

0.33 0.33 

0.54 0.53 

E.quil ibriuni COTRAN Analysis 

BXS Fuel 9X9 Fuel 

Rod Block/"PS 0.73 0.76 . 

Equilibrium COTRANSA2 Analysis 

BXS Geometry 

Rod Block/MPS 0.65 

9X9 Geometry 

0.68 

, 
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ATTACHMENT 7 

D3Cl0 Evaluation of Significant Hazards Consideration 

Description of Amendment Reguest 

Commonwealth Edison proposes to amend Facility Operating License 
DPR-25 for presden Unit 3 to allow the use of Exxon 9x9 fuel, operation of 
the reactor in art expanded POWER/FLOW region and allow Single Loop Operation 
above 50'1. thermal power for Cycle 10. 

Basis for Proposed No Significant Hazards Consideration Determination 

Commonwealth Edison has evaluated the proposed Technical 
Specification amendment and determined that it does not represent a 
significant hazards consideration. Based on the criteria for defining a 
significant. hazards consid.eration ·establis.hed in 10CFRS0.92(c), operation of 
Dresden Unit 3 Cycle 10 in accordance with the proposed amendments will not: 

1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences 
of an accident previously evaluated because: 

a. The Exxon 9x9 fuel was first introduced to Dresden 2 Cycle 9 
as .Lead Test Ass.emblies (LTA) ~nd these assemblies are 
currently going through their second cycle of irradiation. 
The Dre·sden 3 XN-3 and XN-3A reload fuel is very similar in 
design to the Dresden 2 LTAs with the exception in the number 
of water rods and Gadolinia-bearing fuel rods. ·The XN-3 and 
XN-3A 9x9 fuel thermal-hydr~ulic performance falls between 
that of the ENC 8x8 fuel and the GE 8x8 fuel indicating 
adequate compatibility for corresidence in the Dresden 3 
core. ENC evaluated the XN-3 and XN-3A reload fuel mechanical 
design using the methodology which has either received prior 
llRC approval or is currently under HRC review. The transient 
analys~s were performed using plant transient analysis 

·methodology which is similar to that which was used to 
establish thermal margin requirements for Cycles 8 and 9. 
Finally, the LOCA-ECCS analysis for the 9x9 fuel was performed 
with generically ~C-approved methods and the results comply 
with lOCFR.50.46 criteria. Thus, the XN-3 and XN-3A reload 
9x9 fuel design is not significantly different from those 
previously found acceptable to the NRC for previous reloads at 
Dresden 3 and 2 and therefore does not increase the 
probability or consequences of an accident • 
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b. The removal of the provisions regarding SLO from the license 
and the incorporation of them into. the Technical Specif ica-

. tions. with some minor rev is ions and. additionally. the 
allowing operation in SLO above 56'. power will not increase the 

· probability or consequences of an accident because GE has 
previously performed anaiyses supporting SLO above 56'. power. 
Furthermore, recent SLO tests performed at another plant site 
have demonstrated that operation in Single Loop does not 
represent a less sta~le mode of operation. ENC has evaluated 
the results of the GE analyses and concludes the results are 
also applicable for ENC reload fuel; therefore, Dresden 3 may 
safely operate in SLO under the less restrictive conditions of 
the proposed license amendment. 

c. ENC has performed an Extended Load Line Limit Analysis (ELLLA) 
that supports operation in an expanded POWER/FLOW region. 
Analysis shows that transients initiated from the most limiting 
point of this expanded region (100/87) would be bounded by the 
POWER/FLOW condition at 100'1./106'. and thus ensure that no 
safety limits would be violated. For LOCA-ECCS concern, 

·limiting LOCA break calculations were performed for the 100/87 
and the 100/100 conditions. Both operating conditions .were 
found to resul~ in essentially identical LOCA results with the 
POWER/FLOW condition of 100/87 giving the slightly higher peak 
cladding temperature Which was used to verify the adequacy of 
LOCA-ECCS Mi.PLHGR limits. By observing the MAPLHGR limits, the 
consequences of accidents (LOCA) remain within the existing 
accident criteria established for Dresden. 

2. Create the possibility of a new· or different kind of accident from · 
any accident previously evaluated because: 

a. 9x9 fuel has been previously used in Dresden 2 without a 
·finding of new or different accidents; 

b. SLO has been previously allowed up to 50'1. power; . 
c. Operation in the ELLLA region does not allow any new modes of 

operation nor any new equipment which could initiate or change 
the nature of accident sequences. 

3. Involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety for the same 
reason as 1. above. 

In consideration of the above, Commonwealth Edison expects that NRC 
approval of these amendments should not be predicated on satisfactory resolu
tion of public comments or intervention as provided by for 10 CFR 50.91(a)(4) . 
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